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post President’s Climate Commitment:

how is bard greening
the campus?

By Tamsin Ibiona Jenks Flanders and Lauren Dunn, with thanks to Tracy Potter-Fins
Michele Dominy announced President
Botstein’s signing of the American College
and University President’s Climate
Commitment (ACUPCC) at Focus the
Nation on February 1st of this year. What
the signing of this pact means overall
is that Bard has pledged itself to carbon
emission neutrality before a date to be
set by the college. Carbon neutrality is
defined by the ACUPCC as “Having no
net greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, to be
achieved by minimizing GHG emissions
as much as possible and using carbon
offsets or other measures to mitigate the
remaining emissions”.
The process of achieving this goal started
with the formation of a mechanism to guide
the process. Hence a climate commission
was formed in March chaired by Laurie
Husted,
Environmental
Resources
Director, Mark Halsey, Associate Dean
of the College, Stan Lichens, B&G Budget
Officer, Kevin Parker, Controller, Mara
Ranville, Interim Director of BCEP,
Taun Toay, Executive Assistant Office of
the Vice President, and interim student
representatives Edward Hall and Spencer
Lawrence.
How the committee chooses to take
action is largely up to them, however
they are required to take a few steps that
include taking an inventory of the college’s
GHG emissions within one year of signing
the President’s Climate Commitment
(ACUPCC). The inventory is extensive
and measures Bard’s purchased electricity,
steam and chilled water; on-campus
stationary sources of energy generation;
transportation (such as commuting to
campus and shuttle usage); solid waste;
refrigerants and other chemicals; and
offsets, such as purchasing renewable
energy credits. In addition to completing
the inventory the Climate Commission
is also responsible for the creation and
implementation of a climate neutral
plan within two years of signing the
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commitment. This includes a target date and
interim milestones for achieving campus
climate neutrality. This plan of action as
well as the progress made is intended to be
publicly available as evidence of what the
college is accomplishing. The Commission
is also responsible for getting the larger
campus community involved through
the integration of sustainability into
the curriculum and overall educational
experience of students.
Finally, Bard (as well as all other colleges
that signed the ACUPCC) must take two
of the seven immediate steps it has been
given as options. Bard appears to be ahead
of the curve and has already fulfilled
three of these seven actions. First, it has
implemented a policy which requires the
purchase of Energy Star certified products
in all areas for which such ratings exist.

Bard has signed this policy [to
purchase Energy Star certified
products], but how well it is being
followed through by school purchasers and by the students is the
real question.
Energy Star is a government specification
for consumer energy products that both
assures energy efficiency and product
quality. Bard has signed this policy, but
how well it is being followed through by
school purchasers and by the students is
the real question.
Second, the committee has determined
that Bard’s participation in the Waste
Minimization component of the national
RecycleMania competition as well as its
adoption of several other measures to
reduce waste meets another one of the
seven requirements. What exactly the
college is doing to reduce waste outside of
RecycleMania is not entirely clear. Last, the

creation of a policy or committee outside of
the Climate Commission that is responsible
for supporting sustainable investment
choices and shareholder proposals is also
a measure Bard has taken. This measure
seems to have been more visibly effective
than the previous two mentioned; Katie
Burnstein, student representative from the
Socially Responsible Investing Committee,
reported that every time environmental
sustainability has come up in a voting
proxy, the committee has voted in favor of
sustainable choices.
Even though the Commission recognizes
that Bard is only required to meet two of
the seven goals during this initial year, the
members are working to accomplish more
and are currently focusing on encouraging
use of (and increasing access to) public
transportation for all faculty, staff, students,
and visitors at our institution. In a student
input workshop hosted by architecture
firm SMWM, the architects discussed a
re-thinking of student parking space as
part of the firm’s recommendations for the
master plan. Parking would be redesigned
to discourage students from needless
driving between campus buildings. The
college has also decided to charge one
hundred dollars per car for freshman in
the fall, and to add a charge to a grade
each year. Although a charge may not be
a deterrent to the use of cars on campus,
the money should be connected to a
sustainable investment. The money could
be used after four or five years to purchase
a new shuttle, for example.
The Commission also seeks to
establish a policy that all new campus
construction will be built to meet the U.S.
Green Building Council’s LEED Silver
standard at minimum. TLS student Sam
Scoppetone and his Green Campus Project
has been largely responsible for bringing
this building policy closer to reality. The
Commission is currently drafting a set of
green building standards in accordance
to page ten

The board of trustees and the
administration of the college have increased
tuition by 5 percent for the next academic
year, from 46,130 dollars to 48,440 dollars
including room and board. The increase is
in response to rising costs in fuel, utilities,
salaries and those costs unique to running
a college such as maintaining a library
and making new technology available to
students and faculty.
The board made the decision based
on the Higher Education Price Index
generated by the Commonfund Institute,
which measures the increase in costs of
goods and services typically purchased
by colleges and universities. However,
students and their parents should not react
with surprise; this year’s increase is part of
a trend going back ten years.
In the last decade Bard has raised its
tuition each year by five percent with a
roughly $15,000 total increase from 1998
to the present. Bard is not alone in raising
tuition; Vassar College has in the last three
years raised tuition fees from $33,310 in
2005 to $39,635 for the 2008-2009 school
year, despite having a nine hundred
million dollar endowment and a wealthy
alumni base. According to President Leon
Botstein, the demand for an increase is
more complicated than people would
like. “Everyone wants an easy answer to a
complicated problem and there is no easy
answer to this one,” said Botstein.
If the trend continues then full tuition for
one year at Bard in 2028 will cost $75,134
and likewise among other private colleges
in the region. “If the future resembles the
past and I don’t have any reason to think
it won’t, there would be another increase
next year and the year after that and the
year after that,” said Vice President for
Administration James Brudvig. “Unless
somehow the economy speaks differently,
if all of the sudden prices don’t increase,
there’s a freeze on wages, but I see everything
going up, fuel for example, electricity.”
While the number value of the future
tuition is high, Botstein urges students and
parents to keep in mind the worth of the
dollar in the future. “The actual number
sounds to our minds very high. But you
have to look at a number of factors,” said
Botstein.
Among those factors are inflation and
the relative value of the US dollar, which
this year has sunk to a new low, one dollar
equaling 0.6438 euro. The most obvious
concern for the administration is the cost
of oil, which has risen to 121 dollars a barrel
and is expected to go even higher, rising
up to 150 dollars to 200 dollars a barrel in
the next year, according to a report from
Goldman Sachs.
The college currently purchases oil at $2.61
a gallon. The contract with Costco Oil is set
to be reevaluated this coming July, however,
and administrators are expecting to be
charged near the market average of $3.73
per gallon, costing a projected $500,000
more compared to the college’s spending
for oil last year. The total amount spent on
utilities last year was close to three million
dollars. The spike in oil prices comes at an
inopportune time as the Reem and Kayden
Science Center nears the completion of its
addition, which, according to Comptroller
Kevin Parker, will considerably raise the
amount of fuel consumption on campus.
to page two

croquet champions

NEWS

Bard team takes third place in ucsa collegiate national championships

By Sarah Leon

and Golf croquet.
Bard entered four players into the
six-wicket segment: Captain and junior
Will Field and junior Marjorie Schillo
comprised one pair, junior Michael Newton
and sophomore Sarah Leon the other. On
Saturday Field and Schillo accumulated
2 wins and 2 losses, propelling them to
the 7th and 8th seats for the second day
of the tournament. Field and Schillo
were knocked out on the second day in a
tough game against the reigning national
champions, St. John’s.
“[Two of their teams] were tough.
Apparently they practice really rigorously
and it shows, because their game is almost
flawless,” Schillo commented of the St.
John’s players.
Newton and Leon were knocked out in
the first day, after receiving three heavy
blows from the “Johnnies” as well.
Nonetheless, the total points accumulated
by the two Bard teams earned them third
place in the tournament, an engraved silver
plate, and an invite to the September 2008
Merion Cricket Club Invitational.
The Bard Croquet Club plans on
continuing practice wherever the sun
shines on short grass, or where carpeting
is flat and expansive.

an unlikely visitor:
star economist joseph stiglitz
by

Danielle Schwab

For those of us who know about Joseph
Stiglitz, last Thursday was kind of a big deal.
Because his books are required reading
for a couple classes, it was surprising to
see that such a celebrity from the world
of economics would visit us here at Bard.
As the former Chief Economist of the
World Bank, Stiglitz was once associated
with the strict, free-market policies of the
World Bank during the 1990s. Since then,
Stiglitz has spoken out against the failed
polices of the World Bank in developing
countries, eventually resigning from his
position in November 1999. Today, Stiglitz
is one of the leading critics of globalization
and free market economics, as well as
some international institutions like the
International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank.
Much of his previous work on the
economics of development and his latest
book, The Three Trillion Dollar War, takes
on a much more accessible and politically
relevant topic. The book was written as an
investigation into how much the Iraq war
has cost so far, and how much it may cost
in the future. Stiglitz realizes that it may be
hard for us to understand how much money
that actually involves, so his strategy is to
figure out the opportunity cost, or examples
of what we could have purchased with that
money instead. To expand on one example
from the book, he pointed out that both our
Social Security and the nation’s healthcare
system would be in much better shape if so
much money had not been cut from their
budgets to fund the war.
Stiglitz spoke with a sense of disbelief

when he described how the Bush
Administration lied to the American
public about how much the war would cost,
and how administration officials continue
to lie by hiding and deferring a lot of the
costs. Stiglitz explains that this is the first
war the U.S. has financed totally using a
“credit card,” meaning that the true cost
will be felt for many years to come. One
of the more shocking ways in which the
government has been able to hide the costs
of the war from the public has been hiring
private contractors.
Because Stiglitz is an accomplished
economist, and not just an “angry liberal,”
he relates the war in Iraq to the current
dwindling economy. Stiglitz briefly
explained the chain of events starting with
the Federal Reserve lowering interest rates
hoping to give a boost to the economy, which
triggered a chain of events involving banks
lending out money to risky borrowers who
eventually lost their homes during a time
when the real estate market was slowing
down. There are 6 trillion dollars of debt
hanging over our heads from this war that
no one seems to really talk about. The more
money we spend on oil and contractors who
hire foreign employees, the more money
leaves the economy, which is hurting us
more than the fear American consumers
have about excessive consumption.
After relaying a pretty gloomy picture
of how the American government has
intentionally underestimated the cost of
the war and is hiding that from the public,
Stiglitz posed the inevitable question:
What should we do next? After describing
the chaos our presence has caused in Iraq,
Stiglitz argues that it is pretty clear at this
point that we have done little to help Iraq,
so the task now is to exit peacefully without
leaving a civil war behind us. Stiglitiz
asked the audience whether waiting
another 4 years and spending another $1.4
trillion will be worth anything. Of course
there is no short answer, but Stiglitz seems
to think that we will be unable to do very
much for the citizens of Iraq, and at best,
we should leave now and save ourselves.
The lecture ended with roaring applause
and a quick session of photographs and,
believe it or not, autographs. Then he was
quickly shuffled out of Weiss with a posse
of students and faculty surrounding him,
where he was asked what his connection to
Bard is. He pointed to his niece, who is a
student here. It made a lot more sense that
Joseph Stiglitz was here due to a family
connection rather than a purely academic
one. But its still pretty lucky that he came
here to talk, because it’s not every day that
Bard gets such a high-profile visitor.
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In this lovely spring weather, you may
have noticed gentlemen and women of
leisure staked out in the soccer field behind
Stevenson gym, enjoying the satisfying
thunk of mallet heads on balls. Led by
junior Will Field and open to all, the Bard
Croquet Club offers lessons and practice of
the classic lawn sport of logical strategy and
manual dexterity. Though Field has played
croquet casually with friends for several
years at Bard, it was only last semester that
croquet became an official club.
“I noticed that everyone who learned
to play was really enjoying themselves,
and I wanted to expand the group of
people I could play with on campus,” Field
explained.
On Saturday April 26th and Sunday
April 27th, the Bard College Croquet
Club premiered their skills to the public
for the first time in a particularly highstakes endeavor: the USCA National
Collegiate Championship Tournament.
Sponsored by the Merion Cricket Club in
Haverford, Pennsylvania, the tournament
hosted seven college teams—Davidson,
Georgetown, SUNY New Paltz, William
and Mary, St. John’s College, and the U.S.
Naval Academy. The schools participated
in two competitions, Six-Wicket croquet

Bard Tuition Increases
(Excluding room and board)

1998-99...................... ....$22,570

1999-00.........................$23,480
2000-01.......................... $24,400

2001-02..........................$25,620
2002-03................... .......$26,900

2003-04.........................$28,244
2004-50....................... ...$29,910

2005-06.........................$31,850
2006-07........................ ..$34,080

2007-08..........................$35,784
2008-09........................ ..$37,574
There are approximately 1800
undergraduates at Bard.
1400 on-campus students pay 65.6
million dollars per year.
400 students off-campus pay14.7 million
dollars per year.

tuition
increase
continued from page one

The increase will also supplement
staff salaries and professors’ wages which
encompass sixty-five percent of the college’s
budget: “The biggest cost for Bard is hiring
and paying our faculty and we’ve made a
commitment to pay them at the one star
level,” said Brudvig.
The one star level is part of a tablature
composed by the American Association
of University Professors that shows what
schools pay their professors; to remain
competitive and recruit aggressively Bard
professors are paid in the top five percent.
“We’re committed to doing that because we
think that is what students deserve,” said
Brudvig. “They need to have faculty that
are in the classroom that are the best out
there we can recruit.”
The second largest budget item is
financial aid. Of the eighty million dollars
the college receives in tuition from its 1,800
undergraduates, twenty million dollars
of that is used for financial aid purposes.
Seventy percent of students at Bard receive
some form of financial aid, some as much
as $20,000 in scholarship money.
“If you need it, they can give it to you,
that’s what I’ve always liked about Bard,”
said Jonathan Brennan, a sophomore at the
college on a financial aid scholarship. “I’ll
be struggling with the extra cost a little. It’s
annoying to have to pay, but I want to be
in school so I’ve got to handle it.” Financial
aid will not be automatically increasing
with rising tuitions. Students on financial
aid must incur the increase. “There won’t
be any automatic increases, I’d like to do

that but I can’t,” said Denise Ackerman,
Director of Financial Aid.
Government grants and scholarships
have remained flat when concerned with
providing aid to students. “There is no
serious government program that helps
families send their children to college,
there’s no tax benefits for tuition,” said
Botstein. “Their loan programs are old,
antiquated and not sufficiently generous.
There are few grants that come out of the
federal government, so for a wealthy nation
we have an extremely backward financing
system both for the public and private
institutions.”
Bard’s financial philosophy considers
merit over finances, doing so with a
need-blind policy “We’re going to admit
students because this is the right college for
them,” said Botstein. “You have to look at
their ability to pay as not a factor of their
admission, and that’s an important matter
of principal”.
Additional funds for financial aid
and general use come from the fourteen
million dollars raised annually through
donations, a job headed by Botstein. The
college is dependent on raising that money
each year. “In the current budgetary
structure in order to break even the college
has to raise about fourteen million dollars
a year,” said Botstein. The money raised is
also used to supplement tuition fees, saving
every student around ten thousand dollars.
It costs roughly sixty thousand dollars to
educate each student and by using money
donated by the board of trustees, alumni
and by unaffiliated donors attracted to
Bard, the college eases costs on students.
Other costs include such finite
materials as paint for studio art or film
for photography; these costs don’t amount
to much but resurface on a regular base.
Upkeep on the campus’s fifty-five buildings
and the grounds themselves averages to a
substantial amount over time. Debts must
also be paid, including lines of credit and
bonds. Typically the eighty million dollars
received from tuition is never in one place
at the same time. “It comes in and goes
out the door, I don’t have that all in a bank
account, ever” said Parker.
The reason for the increase in tuition,
according to administrators, is the
combination of a number of factors,
including inflation, Bard’s lack of very
wealthy alumni, a small endowment, the
rising demand for goods and services,
and the need to remain competitive in the
education business. “To keep tuition low we
could increase class sizes, refuse to teach
certain languages, close programs and
departments. Nobody is suggesting we do
that. It’s an ugly fact, one would always like
to point blame at someone” said Botstein.
The college considers its students to be the
beneficiaries of their financial decisions,
not themselves or the institution. “When
people give to the college it’s for the things
they believe in,” said Botstein.
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observer

on the future
of the college
an interview with leon botstein
discussed: class size, new dorms, campus labor, student space, diversity, green building, the individual

by

Grace Dwyer

GD: How will Bard change in the next ten every place. So you have…it’s just much
years, and why?
harder to get in. And therefore there’s a
much greater consistency in the ambition
LB: Colleges are by and large conservative and preparation of the students…much
institutions. They don’t change. The Bard greater consistency. Thirty years ago there
today is much more similar to the Bard was a much wider distribution of ambition,
twenty years ago or forty years ago or discipline, interest, and curiosity. We
fifty years ago than people realize. If there always had excellent students but the
were one single change it’s probably the distribution of them was weaker than it is
continued growth of interest on the part now. The other big change is that thirtyof students in civic, social, and political five years ago…start from that point for
issues as their career choices. Once upon example…fewer than fifteen percent of the
a time the Arts represented far and away student body had financial aid. Now nearly
the largest single division, now they’re sort two thirds of the student body has financial
of equal with the Social Studies division. aid. So the college was once much more
Those are changes driven not by the college, consistently made up of students who were
but they’re driven to some extent by shifting from the upper middle class.
student interest, change in the culture,
change in the historical circumstances. We GD: The student body size has continued to
have students here now studying Chinese increase over the last several years…
and Arabic, twenty years ago there weren’t
students studying Chinese and Arabic. LB: It has increased over the last several
And so it goes. Change is driven much years and that increase now has come to an
more by the ambitions and curiosities of end, because this entering class is the last
slowly changing generations of students, class that is larger than the class that is now
but the character of the college is not graduating. So the growth of the college
likely to change within the next ten years. now has leveled off.
What you will see happening over the next
ten years is some continuing progress in GD: Now they’re all going to be the same
the physical infrastructure, renovated size.
dormitories and new dormitories, a new
dining commons, another classroom LB: They’re all going to be the same size. The
building, more faculty offices, a renovated college grew, systematically, over the last
and expanded gymnasium facility, a lot ten years, but that growth now has reached
of physical changes. Not as dramatic as a level we would like to keep. We have no
what’s happened in the last ten years, but intention of growing as an undergraduate
we’ll continue to change. Some increase in institution. Now there might be some
graduate programs, probably. But not in growth in graduate programs, but not
the undergraduate college.
undergraduate.

comfortable with the increased
size.
GD: Okay. But again do you
have any idea when permanent
dorms will be built, will it be
after the capital campaign?
LB: During. We’re in the midst of
the capital campaign so on the books
for example is building two new Village
dorms next to the ones that are there now,
those will be the first that will be built. And
the college is now looking, they’re going
through a master plan analysis of where to
put new dorms, whether to put them...also
one of the first things that will be done is the
replacement of some of the Cruger Village
dorms that now need to be replaced. And
then the possibility of building something
like the New Robbins in that area, near
Robbins and Manor, toward the center
campus.
GD: There have been rumors – you’re
probably going to tell me that they’re
unfounded – that Moderation is being
phased out.
LB: The only thing I object to is the bad
faith with which rumor mongering thrives
on this campus. It’s in such bad faith that
it is astonishing, and it’s thoughtless,
completely thoughtless. Usually it is one
of the most childlike aspects of mistrust
that is not earned. Not only is there no
plan to phase out Moderation, there is a
plan to strengthen it. One of the ways to
strengthen it is to provide faculty more
time to conduct Moderation – some
adjustment of the calendar that allows both
students and faculty more space and time
in which to moderate well. There is no plan
to phase out Moderation, there never has
been. And there never will be. But all the
rumors you can provide me with I’m happy
to respond…

this is really the last thing to worry about.
GD: What priorities if any, do you see for
changes in student life?
LB: I would like to see more support for
the kind of activity that Paul Marienthal
does, the Trustee Leader-Scholar Program,
more service-oriented. We live in a time
where you know, the federal government,
state government, have been increasingly
remiss in providing social services:
education, the elderly, the handicapped,
are under-served. We live in a region that
could absorb a lot more help, mostly in the
area of the environment. I would like to
see more in the way of social service. You
know, from students in the arts working in
public schools, to all sorts of social service
activities.
I think that we need to improve the quality
of some – some, not all- but some of our
dormitories. We have to improve the
quality of the dining facilities. No one will
ever be happy with the food, but you have to
improve the dining facilities... and it seems
to me also that we have to provide more
opportunities for students while they’re in
college for internships, things like BGIA,
programs which allow them to mix theory
and practice. More opportunities to travel
abroad, junior fellowships, things that assist
students as they proceed in their interests.

GD: Can you talk a little more about how
you personally have experienced the
changing student body? How that has
changed over the last years, if the college
hasn’t?

GD: I know students have felt a little bit of
a housing crunch and problems with class
sizes. I know you mentioned that there will
be new dorms. Do you have any idea when
these new dorms will be built?

LB: The biggest change in the last thirty
years of the college is the competitiveness in
admissions. That’s the biggest change. Over
the last 35 years the college has come from
a place where there were two applicants
for every place to eleven applicants for

LB: The new dorms – in the interim it
will probably make for increased reliance
GD: Do you see a need for a multicultural
on some temporary dorm facilities, until GD: I mean, I think it’s good to get them center on campus?
new buildings are built. You have to out there.
provide housing. And we’ll have to expand
LB: What is a multicultural center?
the dining commons so that it’s more LB: But of all the things to worry about,

to page five

Progress on the Red Barn continues:

new space scheduled to open fall semester 2008
By Grace Dwyer, with help from Basha Smolen

Near-finalized designs for the Red Barn
were unveiled this week at two workshops
held to gather student feedback. Around
thirty-five students attended, critiquing
the plans and working together to produce
a list of priorities for the new space.
The plans for the barn are the product of
a semester’s collaboration between an adhoc Student Government committee and
architect and Bard alumnus Adam Weiss.
Weiss read an article last semester in the
Observer publicizing student work with the
barn, contacted the committee, and offered
to do design work free of charge.
The storage barn was set aside for student
use late last fall, when administrators
proposed it be converted to meet a growing
need for more student space on campus.
Though it was initially intended as a fiveyear interim space, Vice President of the
Administration Jim Brudvig recently
indicated that it would be in use for ten to
twenty years.
The first phase of construction is scheduled
for this summer. The first floor, featuring a
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large event space, new security offices, and
a café/lounge area, will byeopen by Fall
2008. Other priorities include windows and
a skylight for increased natural lighting
and student-installed art. The completed
building will house club rooms, a lending
library, kitchen, and a gallery.
The Senior Class Gift will go towards the
Barn’s construction, and fundraising will
continue the week of graduation.
DESIGN REVIEW RESULTS
Students agreed that a multi-purpose
room, kitchen, and café/lounge areas were
the biggest priorities for the first phase
of construction. They expressed concern
that security would be located near the
MPR because of sound insulation, and
that the plans did not allocate enough
space for the security offices. They favored
expanding the kitchen, and emphasized
that windows, skylights and good lighting
were a big priority for the first phase of
construction. They were excited about the

prospect of student art inside the building.
Students also suggested converting the
large meeting room on the second floor to a
balcony overlooking the event space. While
the building will be difficult to green due
to its intended function as a storage barn,
another priority is looking for creative
green solutions in design and building
material.
HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Student input has been the driving force
behind plans for the future of the Red Barn.
Continue to be involved!
+Send questions, suggestions, and
comments to the Red Barn Committee at
studentspace@bard.edu.
+For updates over the summer: subscribe
to the mailing list at https://lists.riseup.net/
www/info/redbarn
+If you are interested in being involved
with landscaping, interior decoration and
furnishing, “greening” the barn, painting,

or another aspect of finishing the building,
email the committee. Work will continue
over the summer, and sub-committees will
be formed to meet these needs and ensure
the building is usable by next Fall.
TIMELINE
Summer 2008.
-Phase one of construction is completed,
funded out of the operating budget of the
administration.
-Fundraising efforts – reaching out to
parents and the alumni body – begin.
Fall 2008.
-The Red Barn opens as a new, functional,
student space.
Winter-Summer 2009.
-The second phase of construction
continues.
Fall 2010.
-The Barn is completed, contingent on the
achievement of fundraising goals.

FEATURES

PLANS FOR NEW STUDENT
SPACE: THE RED BARN
FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR
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Botstein interview
continued from page three

financial aid and have better amenities?
No. We’ll stick with the more modest
amenities and give more financial aid. You
have your priorities straight.

GD: It’s pretty common at lots of schools,
it’s often called an ALANA (African
American, Latino, Asian, Native American)
Center. It’s a place for students of color to
gather and have a safe space on campus.

GD: I know you were talking a lot about
the individual. Do you think the social or
community aspect is an important part of
a liberal arts education?

LB: I don’t think the college unsafe for any
person here. And while this may not be
politically correct and the standard-issue
answer, I think that the college is not eager
to pursue the segregation of any groups. All
the facilities need to be open to everyone.
Now, should there be more club space, and
space for specific interest groups? Sure. But
if seems to me that the American college a liberal arts college - is about everything
that is opposed to segregation. It’s about
conversation. It’s not about obliterating
difference, it’s about negotiating difference
and redefining difference. Even our chapel,
which is an Episcopal chapel, is open to
anyone. All kinds of religious services take
place there. And that’s the basic philosophy
of the campus, and that’s what it should
be. Now, there should be more space for
students – that’s why we’re converting
one of the barns into a student space. We
want to open up spaces for more student
activities. Whether it’s a newspaper,
whether it’s a cultural center for various
activities, whether it’s providing office
space to various student organizations,
more work space, those are important
things, to improve the space for student
activities. But the college does not want to
participate in an essentialist definition of
identity. There’s no one way to be Jewish,
there’s no one way to be African American,
there’s no one way to be Catholic, there’s
no one way to be any of these labels that we
apply. This institution is about breaking up
that kind of reductive definition of who one
is and how one defines who one is. One is
here an individual, not a representative of a
group, a religion, or a nationality. One is a
learning individual. And the conversation
is a universal conversation with a common
language.

LB: A very important part. And it happens
spontaneously through the ingathering of
students of the same age, shared interests,
coming from all over the world and all
over the country. The most important
contribution to the sense of community
has been the development of Tivoli, which
was once a non-existent place. Now it is a
destination point, there’s a shuttle bus to
it, it has become a college town. That has
helped. If you would have asked the same
set of questions twenty-five years, someone
would have said, “There’s no college town.”
Now there is a college town. It’s funny
there is a drift in your question which is
always about complaint, which is probably
understandable. But you have to see it from
a longer perspective.

GD: Okay. What is going to be done to deal
with problems with understaffing in B&G,
and workers on campus not getting paid a
living wage?
LB: We do pay the workers on campus a
living wage. So if you ask a question that
already has an answer in it, I don’t know
why you’re asking the question.
GD: I mean, there are different definitions
of a living wage, the term living wage
itself…
LB: It’s a completely subjective term.
GD: Yes. I guess I’m referring to the
definition used by the [Student Labor
Dialogue].
LB: We pay competitively with other
comparable employment, as faculty, and
as B&G workers, and clerical workers.
In a market society you have to pay what
the market requires. And we entered
in good faith into a union negotiation
with the union. We shook hands over a
compensation agreement which we are
now under. Everybody walked away from
the table happy. Would we like to pay
everyone more? I would like to pay the
B&G worker more as the president of the
college, also, the faculty members more.
That is always desirable. I wish on everyone
a higher wage. But don’t tell me don’t pay
our employees a living wage.
GD: Are there any plans to expand B&G to
deal with the larger campus?
LB: The question about the number of
people in B&G is a budgetary issue, and
there is some slow expansion. We are
chronically understaffed in B&G, we’re
chronically understaffed in other service
areas of the college. That’s how this college
manages to provide a first-class education,
and it is not quite so good on the service
end. Because you can’t do things without
money. There is a very low endowment,
and we have a much lower student-faculty
ratio than our competitors. So I want to
ask you the question, do we want to have
a fifty-to-one student-faculty ratio and
more services? The answer is no. One lives
here for only four years and one’s primary
objective here is to learn. So it’s a little
rougher around the edges than it should
be. But you can’t do everything, unless
you’re very wealthy, and we’re not very
wealthy. Would you prefer us to give less
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GD: I know it’s hard to quantify change.
But have you seen any change in the
relationship between Bard students and
people living in local communities like
Red Hook and Tivoli?
LB: Huge difference. The town/gown
relationship has improved enormously.
Now there are new kinds of tensions. In
the old days, that is to say in the sixties,
the cultural difference between the town
and the college was greater, largely because
the character of the region was different.
It was far more rural, more farm-based,
and had a conservative professional
community that was based in IBM. What
has changed in the town – everything is
blended more uniformly, so distinguishing
a young person from the town and a young
person from the college is less easy to do.
You know especially in the sixties, when
there was the period of long hair and
counterculture, [Bard] was a frontrunner
and the town was a little bit behind. Now it
is hard to distinguish a young person from
college or non-college. So the cultural
differences have become less striking.
Also the area has changed, become more
diverse. Something that has changed as
well is that the college, now that it has
grown and become much larger, is a much
more welcome contributing force in the
community, both in terms of employment
and in terms of services. There’s a gym,

We’re not a country club,
we’re not a hotel, we’re not
a restaurant.

we have the only indoor swimming pool
in Northern Dutchess County. We have
a performing arts center, we help with
the schools, we have a lot of constructive
relationships in the region, many of
them driven by students. And the region
is very grateful. Now there are political
differences, because when students got
the right to vote and larger numbers of
students vote, there is some tension in the
town, because the town, for example, the
most immediate town was always governed
by a very consistent Republican party. The
tendency of the students who vote here
is to go Democratic so it’s changed the
calculus of the voting patterns in local
elections. So that has created a new kind
of tension. So the college looms politically
more significantly than it once did.
GD: I know there’s a demand for programs
that are sometimes called “trade”
programs, like journalism. Is the college
ever going to cater to these or is there a
reason it doesn’t?
LB: No, I think the college in principle
opposes within the four-years of its
framework pre-professional programs. It’s
against the fundamental intellectual and
educational philosophy of the institution.
In specific cases, we have a fifth-year
finance program that’s new, which is no
different from a one-year M.A. program,
the Conservatory students after five years
get their Bachelor of Music degree. But
within the four-year framework there are
no plans, or no interest, in providing what
you might call “trade” undergraduate
professional degrees. I think it’s a very
large mistake. In terms of journalism,
insofar as journalism school has any
legitimacy, which is a good question to

begin with, it is as a graduate program,
not an undergraduate program. And most
great journalists never went to journalism
school. So if you want to be a journalist, the
best advice is to do a degree in the division
of languages and literature, or history, or
sociology, or even philosophy. And that’s
to learn how to think and how to write,
to research, to tell a story and to write
well. That doesn’t require a journalistic
undergraduate degree.
GD: To sum up this conversation: what do
you see as the top priorities of the college,
right now?
LB: The two top priorities of the college,
well there are three really. One is to provide
enough resources to permit a real diversity
in social class to attend the college. Only
thirty percent of the college now pays the
full tuition, and that has to remain stable.
You want to be able to provide better
financial aid to undergraduates. That’s a
major priority. You want also to provide
the conditions and resources for the very
best faculty, throughout all the disciplines,
which means the conditions and working
compensation of faculty, of very primary
importance. And the third is a curricular
one, what should we be teaching and how.
And the what should we be teaching takes
us to the question of why the college, for
example, developed within the last ten
years a program in computer science. Why
is the college now looking at the question
of strengthening environmental science
and environmental studies? Why did the
college put in a program in human rights?
It never had existed. So those are curricular
questions about what we’re teaching and
why. Why for the first time do we have a
serious scholar-teacher in what’s called
ethnomusicology, world music? Why is it
that the language teaching has expanded
to Chinese and Arabic and Japanese? Why
did the college decide to put a very strong
investment into the classics? These are
curricular decisions that are the heart of
why we’re in business. The college is now
in negotiations with one of the largest
Palestinian universities (Al Kuds) for a
joint-degree program, both on the M.A.
and B.A. level in Jerusalem. And we’ve
had our first meeting in Jerusalem to
plan a cooperative relationship with them
and open up opportunities for students
and faculty exchange between the two
institutions. I hope it comes to pass. This
is part of the college’s need to create global
connections that make the education
on an American campus less provincial.
That’s the importance of language study,
the importance of connections to other
places in the world, like Smolny in Russia
or the human rights program in South
Africa, or some exchange programs we
have in Europe. And we need to deepen
those relationships, we need to hire faculty
who come from a diverse range of cultures
around the world. Those are the important
things that the college needs to continue
to do. That’s why the college decided that
for the 21st century it’s very important
to strengthen the fundamental science
education of undergraduates. Because so
many of the public policy issues that have
to do with issues of rights, freedom, and
democracy will be science-related, whether
it’s having to do with the environment to
questions of health and of healthcare. So it
is a vigilance – and that’s why the college
also, biggest change perhaps, in the last
fifteen to twenty years, is the college’s
investment in trying to improve the
quality of secondary education, whether
it’s with the MAT program, we are opening
actually a model school for the most
impoverished and the largest agricultural
district in California in Central Valley,
in Delano. And there…we’ll create a
master of education program there and
a model school. And we are opening the
second Bard High School in New York, in
Queens. And they serve a full range of the
demographic character of New York City,
it is not a school only for the privileged and
the white. And it touches the diversity both
by immigrant and by race of the student
body, potential pupil student body in the
city of New York. You are actually a student
of a place of which you can be really proud
for its social and artistic engagement. So,
part of the college is to keep its mission
and the quality of its mission clear. Where
we fall short are things which we would
love to improve on, which are annoying.
They have to do with a lot of the amenities.
We talked about them already. Whether
its roads, whether it’s food, whether it’s
housing, yeah sure. But in the end, one has
to be clear what one is in business to do.
We’re not a country club, we’re not a hotel,
we’re not a restaurant.

GD: Recently you signed the President’s
Climate Commitment. I know there is
a committee that has formed. But what
steps, if any, has the college taken?
LB: We have Laurie Husted, we have
members of the faculty who are very
knowledgeable about this. The problem
a college like this faces is the age of its
facilities. We have buildings built in the
19th century. We have buildings built in
the fifties. So the most modern buildings
are quite efficient in that regard. The
performing arts center is geothermal; the
new science building is geothermal. We are
not in the right location unfortunately to
look at wind-generated power. But there is a
lot that can be done in individual behavior
to reduce the carbon footprint. So we’ve
begun to buy hybrid vehicles, and we’ve
tried to reduce, both for environmental
and for cost reasons, the amount of energy
we consume, to try to take the lead in
creating a more environmentally friendly
use of facilities. But there’s a limit because
of the age and antiquity and the absence
of large capital resources to retrofit a
building overnight. But it’s something that
is a priority for the college.
GD: Is it difficult – I know the geothermal
PAC paid itself off…
LB: There are payoffs, but the payoffs are
predicated on certain types of calculations.
They have to do with the price of oil, and
energy costs. But you have to do these
things not only because they are financially
efficient, but because they’re the right
thing to do. It can mean in the short term
that the right thing to do is more expensive
than the wrong thing, which may be
cheaper and easier. Not all conversions are
immediately financially beneficial.
GD: So for example, I know the new student
space is being put into a storage barn.
Wouldn’t it make sense then to expend a
greater amount of money initially, to have
it be in a new building, rather than put it
in a barn that’s a storage facility and not
meant for that use, not environmentally
sound?
LB: But you’re talking about practical
realities. Would I prefer to be seven feet
tall? I probably would prefer to be seven
feet tall. I would prefer to be rich. I would
love to look at my bank account and see
that there are five billion dollars in it. These
are things that are entirely hypothetical.
The college does not have the money to
build a new campus center that would be
environmentally perfect. It would have
done so a long time ago if it had. So you
have to make progress in real time in
real circumstances. The Barn is relatively
new so it’s not, you know, porous wood.
It’s convertible. And the college needs to
convert it in a way that’s energy efficient.
But Bard needs to provide more space
for students, and that’s the best available
solution because the college can find
storage space elsewhere. So then to go out
and criticize the college, say, well really,
you should go out and build this kind of
building, well that’s the attitude that could
only be available to someone who has no
shortage of money.
GD: I don’t mean to be entirely critical; I
understand it’s very difficult to plan-LB: It’s not a matter of planning it out. It’s
not affordable. There’s no money there for
this. If you look at the history of the college
you’ll discover that it has a very small
alumni body. And most of that alumni
body has gone into professions that are not
lucrative. These are not people who’ve gone
to Wall Street or founded companies. These
are people who are professors, teachers,
and in public service, and social workers,
and artists, and writers, and musicians,
these are people who aren’t making a lot
of money. So they give nicely to the college
but not a one of them has the money that a
rich financier on Wall Street who loves his
or her alma mater and decides to give his or
her alma mater a student center has. These
kinds of buildings that are built are not
built by donors that have no relationship
to the college. Things like dormitories,
dining commons, are built by alumni. Our
new buildings, what are they? A science
building built by two scientists. Not a one
of them went to Bard. And none of their
children went to Bard. A performing arts
center – the lead donor went to Princeton.
The second lead donor went to Yale. The
third lead donor went to City College.
Right? So why did they do it? They did it
because they believed in Bard’s quality
to page ten
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SENIOR REFLECTIONS
By Kit Martin and Co.

Bard is strikingly beautiful. On
arriving–if you come in through the main
entrance (the one in front of Cappuccino’s
that is lined with flowers and weaves to the
right towards the PAC’s lawn), one is taken
by the natural setting, and the manicured
lawn.
On my tour, I was enthralled by the
people I met. It was not the way they
spoke, but the way they looked. One kid
I remember had a huge afro, all black
clothes and a tangerine scarf. He was an
exemplary Bard student.
On the tour he served as a hook, and
remains in my Memory, which my L&T
class droned on about. Now in this final
account he demonstrates what is most
engaging and enraging in our community.
His image lingers in my mind like
Professor Ferguson’s tantalizing lectures
on cell structure. That is, as much as I
want to understand him, in the end it is all
confused.
Unique hairstyles and eccentricities of
dress have dual purposes. They attract
attention and promote a specific response,
but they are also red herrings—distractions
meant to disguise shortcomings we’d
rather not put on display.
Like the intended gateway in front of the
restaurant no one patronizes, Bard shows
itself well, but only if approached correctly.
For instance, every class I ever wanted
to get into, I got into by asking a falsely
engaging question to the professor, then
slipping them a registration card before

they knew what (or who) had hit them. The
only times an administrator worked in my
interest was when I knew them personally.
Everything is available, if the steps are
taken through personal contacts.
Of course, that is what makes a small
liberal arts college so appealing. Personal
time with highly educated role models has
made me a better person. Unfortunately,
this aspect of our little community is
quickly vanishing. Teachers are less
satisfied with their classes, because they
have less engagement from their students.
This may be a result of Freshmen not being
able to sign up for the classes they want,
therefore being engaged in work they care
less about. While our president, Leon,
keeps stating he does not want Bard to
grow, class size has gone up.
Next year, in addition to the current
incarnation, there will be two more
Williams emergency hurricane survival
housing units, B and C, to bed the incoming
freshmen. The Olin Auditorium, already
overflowing on FYSEM symposium nights,
will not be able to long hold the students’
bodies discontentment over being sold a
dream, that is later raped by a lot of red
tape.
Next year you will be given, without any
charge on top of our pittance of a tuition,
a red barn. Inside will be space, student
space, to finally be what you want. Outside
will be a disgusting overlook of a bog, a
fetching gravel road–which when the sky
rains, streams with creamy brown water,

that looks surprisingly like milk infused
Kline coffee–and the newly finished
Chemistry section of the RKC science
building.
To put this into perspective, there was
what, one Chemistry senior this year? The
new addition may be a beautiful building,
but why does one (small) department get
an expensive and carefully designed new
home, while the student body as a whole
had to get down on its knees and beg for
an old tool shed? Don’t think I’m not glad
that we got the space – I am – I’m simply
pointing out Bard’s habit of showing itself
off, while neglecting its foundation – its
workers and its students.
As the school expands it only
seems reasonable that the base on which
we are built will do so as well. As a result,
we need more classes, more dorms,
less restrictions on student’s use of the
space, more access to the surrounding
community, and more control of how
we get these things. In other words, as
the campus grows, and the concurrent
population increase strains the limited
resources of our campus, provisions
should be put into place to reorganize
the patron-based power politics of our
small community. If this is not done, the
expansion will continue to disenfranchise
those not benefited by Leon’s pet projects.
Investment is needed in all
areas of Bard, not just for subsections of
the community. Something as simple as
improved shuttle service would make

a difference in student life, and cost
comparatively little. I know that various
committees are working, and working
hard, on improving student life, but
commitment is needed from those above
as well as those below. The best of our plans
can go nowhere without cold, hard cash.
The school is changing. Our space
as students is being further reduced as our
access to Teachers and Administrators
is becoming less common. Twenty years
ago, the student body gave Leon a pair of
slippers and a rocking chair for his thirtieth
birthday. Now who even knows when his
birthday is? We need to move away from the
parochial politics of personal contacts and
increase the individual student’s ability to
get what he/she needs while working fairly
inside the system. Stop encouraging me to
cheat the system.
I really love Bard. It has been
the first place in the 40,000 miles I have
traveled in my short life I have ever called
home. Its scenic trails, and its enthralling
personalities have kept me in rapture for
four short years. When I can sit in a class
and have a meaningful discussion with an
expert in their field and 8-10 enthusiastic
disciples, I crave for more. Now for this
dream to expand, and for Bard to grow, we
have to institute changes that include the
student body in total, and not just focus
on the tangerine bescarfed pet projects of
mystical science.

Fourteen of the things I have learned at bard
By Jesse Myerson

1. Acting is an abominable endeavor
which temporarily destroys the lives of its
practitioners, if they do it all the way.
2. Impulses toward communitarianism
and collectivism are every bit as
evolutionarily
advantageous
and
biologically hardwired as the impulses
towards competition and accumulation.
3. Fascination with and joy derived from
technology are not antithetical to or, indeed,
incompatible with a commitment to real
human interaction and relationship.
4. Occasionally, a girl will find me
attractive and let me kiss her.

5. It is proper to wonder if 4 March 1797
was not the most radical political moment
in history—when the leader of a great
country transferred power to another
leader, not a member of his family, without
violence as a cause.
6. The successful compilation of a todo list is 90% as calming as the actual
completion of the tasks thereupon listed.
7. The make-or-break for my drug usage
hinges on two things: the method of
ingestion (smoking, snorting and injecting
freak me out, but swallowing doesn’t
bother me at all) and the confidence in
source (prescriptions, perhaps erroneously,

inspire my ease).
8. Articulable standards of artistic
excellence are fallible, and one must
immediately dispense with them if one
finds that a work of art which defies all
such standards is nevertheless inexplicably
good.
9. If “production” means something
different in this century from what it did
in the last, then Marxism-Leninism must,
too.
10. A refined vocabulary and knowledge
of standards in grammar and style lead
to precision not only in speech but also in
thought.

11.
It is not the charge of the straight
white man to justify his not being
homophobic, racist and sexist but rather
to figure out the ways in which he is and
work on those.
12. Modernism is at once important and
bullshit.
13.
A few good friends, a bottle and a
play-list in a dorm room are the ingredients
for a good night, and one must never
feel that large parties which, in ones gut,
feel boring or offensive are, in principle,
preferable alternatives.
14. The nation-state is dead, but it doesn’t
know it yet.

Directed by EmmaGrace Skove-Epes and Allie Tyspin

the deep end
photos by Natalie Golbuff
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alumni interviews:
By Rachel Meade

where are they now?
As an inspiration to graduating seniors, three successful Bard Alums look back
on their Bard education and the impact it had on their lives and career choices.

John rolfe, sports journalist, class of ‘79
magazine fresh out of school. “Columbia
was the stepping stone to my journalism
career,” said Rolfe.
“The rest is history,” said Rolfe of his
career as a sports journalist, which has
now lasted for 25 years. “I’ve sort of been
the testament to going with the flow,” he
said. Referring to his long-lasting job at
Sports Illustrated for Kids, he said, “I
never dreamed I’d be writing for kids. I
took the job to get in the door and ended
up spending 17 years there.”
Rolfe recently moved to the Sports
Illustrated website. “I was the world’s
biggest technophobe,” said Rolfe. He was
relocated to help edit web content and
quickly learned to navigate web journalism.
He advises aspiring journalists to take
every opportunity to learn web skills.
“Its really where the jobs are going,” said
Rolfe. “Newspapers and magazines are
suffering tremendous loss of ad pages- all
the ad dollars are going to the web. Most
of the magazines that have websites—
the websites are doing better than the
magazines are.”

I would hope that the place still
has that power to inspire you to do
great things. It’s the start of things,
the first step outwards.
He pointed out that most of the editing
and writing skills apply equally to print
and web. “It’s just a little more immediate,”
said Rolfe. “On the websites you can freshen
things up as much as you need to.” Though
Rolfe doesn’t think newspapers and
magazines are going to die out, he noted
that there are limited jobs for print media
and they tend to be very low paying.
In some ways, the Bard of Rolfe’s
day would be unrecognizable to students
of today. “It was a kind of a sleepy little
joint back then…a fruity sort of place,”
said Rolfe. “It was great, if you were of an
artistic temperament and all that.” Rolfe’s
first year at Bard was also Botstein’s, and

Rolfe recalled the new sense of grand
design the president brought to the college.
“He was really determined to put the
place on the map,” said Rolfe. “My God,
certainly what he’s done to it- I mean look
at the arts center and everything else that
he’s added.”
When Rolfe attended Bard enrollment
was around 500. There were no sports,
save a little ultimate Frisbee, no science
building, no arts center, no conservatory,
and no graduate programs.
“It was a very different kind of time,”
said Rolfe, noting that students were less
politically active in his day. “This was
at the tail end of the 70’s- of the druggy,
hippy mentality,” said Rolfe. “We were just
in our own little insular world, pursuing
our own little artistic and intellectual
visions and also drinking riotously at the
bar.” Hesitating to condemn all his fellow
classmates, he added, “I’m sure there were
students there who were concerned about
the world at large. But I mean, me and my
sort of meat-headed group of friends…”
Despite the many changes Bard has
undergone in the last thirty years, several
aspects of Rolfe’s Bard experience are
eerily familiar. He cited the common
student complaints as Kline food, and
dilapidated dorms. “Kline food then was
as deadly as it probably is now,” said Rolfe,
remembering his pleasure at having Kline
privileges temporarily revoked following a
food fight.
Senior year Rolfe lived in the modulars,
houses on stilts by the ravine where
Williams currently stands. “It was pretty
wild,” said Rolfe, explaining how wind
and raucous students would set the dorm
swaying. The flat roofs were prone to leaks
and the snow pile-up on the roof over
winter break caused his room to flood.
As a current Red Hook resident, Rolfe
noted that, “Bard has sort of an odd-ball
reputation.” He was rather amused to hear
see how students were viewed when he first
moved to the area, but hardly surprised:
“Even when I was there we were viewed
with a certain amount of distrust and

photos/ archives of John Rolfe

It’s been decades since John Rolfe
attended Bard, but it seems he just can’t
stay away. He currently lives in Red Hook
with his wife and three kids and commutes
to New York City every day for his job at
SportsIllustrated.com.
“I deeply, deeply love that whole area,”
explained Rolfe. “I hated to leave it when
I graduated and I just said to myself,
someday I’ll come back.”
Rolfe discovered Bard accidentally. He
was attending a community college when
he visited his girlfriend’s school, Bard. He
was immediately struck by the scenery
and atmosphere: “It was so brainy and
wonderful, it was like being at Hogwarts.
Every time I see the Harry Potter movies, I
think of Bard.”
Rolfe attended Bard for two years,
graduating in 1979 with degrees in creative
writing and literature. “For some reason I
had it in my head that I was going to be a
novelist, even though I can’t write fiction
to save my life,” said Rolfe. He recalled his
senior project, a novel, with little of the
nostalgia reserved for other aspects of his
Bard career: “I….kind of gutted my way
through it.”
Yet Bard instilled in Rolfe a love of
writing and reading. “Bard really inspired
me,” said Rolfe. “It made me set very high
standards for myself.”
By his senior year, Rolfe was already
starting to lean towards journalism.
Along with contributing music reviews to
the Observer, he did an internship with
Rolling Stone which Bard helped set up.
After graduation Rolfe spent a year in San
Francisco “just kind of puttering around
and freelancing.” Eventually he decided
to go back to school for journalism; “I was
going nowhere,” he said.
Rolfe applied to Columbia and credits
his former advisor’s recommendation for
getting him accepted. “He recognized
in me my desire…to make a living as a
writer,” said Rolfe, adding, “I probably had
more desire than I had ability at the time.”
While at Columbia, Rolfe switched from
music to sports, and ended up at a sports

Top: Rolfe in his dorm room at Bard. Bottom:
Rolfe today with his three children.

wariness…. [as] these long-haired weirdo
types.”
Several of Rolfe’s friends still live in
the area as well. He’s stayed in touch with
almost all of his good friends at Bard. “I
made a lot of friends at Bard even after I
graduated,” said Rolfe. Summing up his
Bard experience, Rolfe said, “I would hope
that the place still has that power to inspire
you to do great things. It’s the start of
things, the first step outwards. If you keep
your mind open and your options open
and…go with the flow of things, it can take
you to some pretty interesting places.”

Jacqueline Laduke,

pharmanet recruiter, class of 2003

photos/ archives of Jacqueline LaDuke

Left: 2003 grad Jacqueline LaDuke, at Bard. Right: LaDuke before her recent wedding.

Jacqueline LaDuke graduated Bard
in the class of 2003 with a degree in
psychology. After a long search for a decent
entry-level job in her field, LaDuke finally
opted to look at more corporate jobs. She
is now happily employed as a recruiter
for Pharmanet, an online pharmaceutical
supply company.
For her senior project, LaDuke did an
empirical study of flashbulb memories,
significant events that can be clearly
recalled due to their emotional impact.
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One question she asked her fellow
classmates was, “where were you when
you found out about September 11th?”
Due to the prevalence of New Yorkers and
the fact that many students were at Bard
on September 11th, the question elicited
particularly relevant responses. “A lot of
people had really strong memories about
that,” said LaDuke.
Though she enjoyed working on her
senior project, LaDuke admitted that
it ended up having little impact on her

subsequent career or life choices. “It was
just something else under my belt,” she
said, adding, “it was a good experience.”
After graduating, LaDuke began her job
search, without really having a clear idea of
how to go about it. “At that time the career
development office wasn’t developed,” said
LaDuke. “They really didn’t do much to
help students write a resume or decide
what they want to do.” She added that
the department seems to have improved
markedly in the past five years.
LaDuke scanned help wanted pages
and Internet listings for “any job I was
qualified for.” She was eventually offered a
position as a live-in aid for autistic men,
but ultimately decided it wasn’t a good
match for her. LaDuke then spent several
years working at a human resources
consulting company as an assistant and
finally wound her way over to her current
job, as a recruiter for Pharmanet.
Explaining her move to corporate jobs,
LaDuke said, “There are a lot of entry level
jobs [in psychology]— for example the one
that I was offered working with autistic
people…Unfortunately, those jobs don’t
pay very much.” These labor-intensive jobs
as aides seldom pay above ten dollars an
hour. “With a job paying that low you can’t
even pay rent, you can’t buy food, you can’t
pay for your car,” said LaDuke.
“Corporate jobs pay a little bit higher.
[They have] good benefits, health benefits,
which of course are things you don’t even
think about before you graduate,” said
LaDuke. “But the time will come when
[your parent’s health insurance] expires

and you have to think about that kind of
stuff.”
She noted that Bard students tend to
idealize their careers. As a speaker at a
psychology career day earlier this year,
she noted, “No one wanted to hear me.”
According to LaDuke, students clamored
to hear from people working as counselors
or getting their PhD’s.
Though her job doesn’t explicitly make
use of her psychology degree, she said her
background has been useful. As a recruiter,
interviewing and hiring employees, she
is constantly working with people. “For
[people with backgrounds in psychology]
it’s a little bit easier,” said LaDuke. “I pick
up the phone and I don’t know what that
person’s going to be like…and I have to be
able to gauge the conversation and force
the person into wanting the job.” She added
that the diversity of Bard has also enabled
her to work better with people from a wide
variety of backgrounds.
LaDuke has worked at Pharmanet
for two and half year, and with one raise
already under her belt, she plans to stay
there for the foreseeable future. “I’m very
happy,” said LaDuke. With the economy
on a downward spiral, she is thankful to
have steady work at a successful company.
LaDuke advises graduates to “think
about your future in the long-term.” She
realizes she’s a bit of an outsider among
Bard students. “I’m in this corporate
America thing, which most Bard students
hate,” said LaDuke. However, thinking
realistically, she said, “It’s going to be hard
if you just want to be an artist.”
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mallory king,

founder of arts to grow,
class of ‘85

The [social] dynamic was just
so different. We used to go
down the there [to the bar] with
professors. I don’t think that
could happen anymore.
to be a classical guitar performer and I
didn’t know a whole lot else,” said King.
Fortunately, “Bard was a really a sanctuary
for me.”
Though King never again played guitar
seriously, music nevertheless remained a
focus for her throughout her Bard career
and beyond. King majored in economics,
an elective class she’d enjoyed at the High
School of Performing Arts in New York
City. “When I though of doing something
entirely different than music, that [class]
popped into my head.” She credits her
advisor, economics professor Dick Wiles,
with keeping her interested in economics.
She was drawn in by his holistic approach
to the subject, stressing its usefulness in
various fields.
King’s senior project was a case study
of three regional orchestras playing
contemporary American music. This
initial merging of economics and art was
to remain important for her later career
choices. In fact, King was introduced to her
future line of work, artist’s management,

by someone she interviewed for her
senior project. “I think the senior project
was definitely an opportunity to pursue
something that was becoming a more and
more important component of my life and
interest to me,” said King. “I was really
able to… transition [my interest] into
something that’s a job.”
Many resumes later, King received a
job offer from a small independent artist’s
management shop. “It was crappy crappy
pay,” said King. For three years, she went
from firm to firm in New York, eventually
branching out into more independent work,
directly managing clients. Eventually she
moved to Rhode Island, where she started
working non-profit jobs.
At some point King decided that if she
was going to stay in her field, she needed to
go back to school. In 1993, she got an MBA
in non-profit and public management
from Boston University. Since then King
has worked at a number of jobs, including
executive director of the Brooklyn Youth
Chorus Academy.
Her most influential job, which
motivated her to found Arts to Grow,
was The Community Arts Center in
Cambridge. The Arts Center offers afterschool and summer arts programs for
a group of children living in a housing
project. “I was very taken with the kind of
work they did and what it really meant to
the people who were involved,” said King.
“They had a really profound impact on the
kids they worked with.”
In September 2005, King founded her
own non-profit organization, Arts to
Grow: (www.artstogrow.org). “Finally I
essentially got the courage to say, okay,
now’s the time.” Initially, three pilot
programs were launched serving children
at public schools in inner city New York.
Like the Community Arts Center, Arts to
Grow hosts free classes after school and
in the summer where professional artists,
musicians, and writers run workshops.
Since 2005, the organization has expanded
to partner with eleven schools and
organizations.
King advises students to take an
internship. “They’re really invaluabe,”
said King, adding that Arts to Grow
takes interns. She also encourages
graduates to take advantage of networking
opportunities and to look for mentors.
King attended Bard in L&T’s first
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Mallory King was on a path to be a
professional musician from the age of eight.
When she was rejected from the three top
conservatories for classical guitar, she
abruptly gave up her plans, and applied to
Bard. Her four years here gave her a new
direction, and ultimately led her to where
she is today: the founder of Arts to Grow,
an organization that brings performing,
visual and literary arts programs to innercity children.
King dropped out of high school after
her junior year to focus her energies on
practicing for conservatory. So when she
didn’t get in, “it all kind of came crashing
down.” She applied to Bard in June, with
only a GED and a lot of ambition to her
name, and was accepted ten days later.
“This would probably never happen now,”
said King. When she arrived at L&T a
month later, she was in a premature state
of “mid-life crisis.”
“What I knew was that I wasn’t going

Mallory King, founder of Arts to Grow (www.artstogrow.org).

year of existence. “There was an air of
experimentation about it,” she recalled.
She loved the program itself and the
opportunity to bond with classmates
and make the school her own before the
upperclassmen arrived, rather put out at
the new crop of freshman who’d settled in
over the summer.
Another defining feature of King’s
freshman year was the tragic death of
President Botstein’s five-year-old daughter,
who was hit by a car on Annandale Road.
“The whole aftermath of that was pretty
awful,” said King. She recalled seeing
Botstein walking around campus in a daze:
“You [weren’t] thinking this man is going
to make a major mark on this institution.
You were wondering, is this man going to
be able to hold on?”
King had an in on some of the changes
Botstein was already beginning to make;
her advisor Dick Wiles had been at Bard
since the sixties. Amusingly enough, Wiles
used to talk about ‘Old Bard’ in reference

to some of Botstein’s decisions, proving
that the myth of Old Bard really is as old
as the hills.
King’s experience of Bard’s social life
was quite different from the average
modern student’s, mainly because, up until
her senior year, Bard was a school of legal
consumers of alcohol. Bard had a bar, Down
the Road or Adolf, which was the focal
point for Bard’s social gatherings. “The
dynamic was just so different,” said King.
“We used to go down there with professors
after class. I don’t think that could happen
anymore.” When the drinking age changed
to twenty-one, freshman and sophomores
began privatizing their consumption for
the first time. “It must have been an utter
nightmare [for the college].”
Overall, King treasures her time at Bard.
“It was one of those very fortunate things
that happened to me,” said King. “Bard
really does hold a very special place in my
heart.”

career advice from grads:
King: Take an internship, network, find a mentor

LaDuke: think about your long-term future
Rolfe: Keep an open mind and go with the flow
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The new son:
the conclusion
by

Nick Ogonek

Before Peter woke up, Fiona dragged the
body all the way inside, shutting the front
door. It left a thin trail of blood, so Fiona
got some paper towels and moistened
them with warm water from the sink,
then wiped the blood up. She threw the
towels away under the sink. She couldn’t
do anything else with the corpse now, not
yet, not without thinking things through.
She called in to work to say that her son
had gotten sick, that she was going to drive
him to the doctor’s office and then spend
the day with him, at home. She sat on the
couch. Pacha came up from the basement
and sniffed the corpse. He raised his front
paw and shook it. He crossed the room to
where Fiona sat and leapt up beside her.
“What do you want?” she asked, but he
wouldn’t answer. He jumped back down
and she watched him go upstairs. Probably
to Peter, she thought. The cat had always
liked him best.
At about 9:30 Peter came down the stairs
and Fiona could hear his steps pause. He
must’ve seen the corpse.
“What?” he breathed.
“He died,” Fiona answered, surprised
by how calm her voice seemed to her. She
turned around on the couch to face Peter,
who was halfway to the bottom step. “I
think he was stealing from us. I think he
tripped over my flip-flops and hit his head
badly on the way out the door.”
Peter threw up onto the banister. He
had tried to cover his mouth with his hand
but the vomit came first and fell through
his fingers to the floor. Fiona had already
gotten up and started for the kitchen, to
fetch the paper towels again. When she
came back, Peter had crouched down
on the stairs into a ball and was holding
onto the banister with his vomit-soaked
hand. “Peter, We need to be smart about
this. We need not to freak out. He’s dead,”
she handed him the paper towels, “and
that’s awful. But it could be worse for us.
Yesterday, we didn’t report finding him to
the police, right? He’s dead. We could be
held responsible. We don’t have alibis. Do
you think the police would believe us when
we tell them the truth? They might suspect
that we killed him. Do you understand?”
Of course Peter couldn’t understand.
He couldn’t understand that the boy would
want to steal from them, that he would
want to escape. He couldn’t understand
that he would die. Fiona understood her
son. He was too kind and gentle, too quick
to assume other people were too. Come
to think of it, Fiona wasn’t sure that she
understood, either. But it had happened.
The only thing left to do was to get rid
of the corpse somehow, to erase this boy
from their lives. As Peter wiped his hands
with the paper towels and Fiona wiped the
floor and banister, she told him the plan
she had started to make on the couch,
while waiting for him to wake up. Peter
had nothing to say. No way to argue with
her, sleep still stuck in his tear ducts, his
hair mussed from pillows.
Fiona’s plan entailed that they wait to
get rid of it until night. They would bury it
in some place far away. They would put the
boy’s corpse into a chest her grandparents
had given her as a present when she first
moved out and which she now kept in the
garage. It had been useful, then, for keeping
clothes and sheets and things like that in,
but now it had outlived its usefulness. It
was made from oak, and was very heavy
and old. The joints where the pieces of
wood had been attached were worn and
the chest wobbled. It smelled moldy from
waiting in the garage. Waiting for a new
lease on life, Fiona thought, as she and
Peter lugged the body to the garage and
into the chest.
The body was too long. Fiona told Peter
to go inside and eat some cereal. She didn’t
want him to see her breaking the stiff legs
so they could fit. She braced them, one at
a time, against the edge of the chest and
forced all her weight onto them. It was
hard work, harder than she expected. As
she broke the second leg, the right leg, a
wallet fell out of the boy’s pocket. It was
empty of money, but had a student ID for
some high school two counties away. Also,
there was a driver’s license with his name
and picture on it.
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His name was Fahad Gao. That is an
interesting name, she thought. Was the
surname Chinese? It sounded Chinese.
His first name did not sound Chinese.
She thought it might be Arabic. She saw
he was born on December 14th 1990
which would make him sixteen now, and
lived near the high school. As she began
to read his address, she realized that had
begun to cry. The license had to disappear
somehow. It could not stay with the corpse;
it could be used to identify him. She got a
pair of hedge cutters and snapped it into
segments, letting the tears dry on her face.
She put one segment with the yard waste,
one in each of the three trash bags waiting
for Wednesday to be collected.
The day passed slowly. Fiona had decided
in the garage, after closing the chest, to tell
Peter about what she had found, and once
she got inside, she did. He reacted well to
the news. He nodded once and went back to
his Cheerios. Fiona went into the hallway
and picked up the silverware and 20 dollar
bills. She found the cigar box where she
had kept the money hidden exactly where
she left it at the back of the pantry between
the cake flour and the brown sugar. He had
left some money in it still, maybe thinking
she wouldn’t notice. Two hundred dollars!
she thought, how could she possibly not

The body was too long. Fiona
told Peter to go inside and eat
some cereal. She didn’t want
him to see her breaking the stiff
legs so they could fit.
notice? She drew a big bucket of hot water
from the sink and mopped the floor. The
corpse had not dirtied it in any visible way
other than the line of blood that she had
cleaned already. She was more worried
about invisible damage, germs, karma,
whatever. Then there was nothing else to
do. She sat with Peter on the couch as he
watched a rerun of As the World Turns,
which segued into a rerun of Guiding
Light, into Family Guy, into the Simpsons,
Everybody Loves Raymond, Will & Grace.
Into the 6:00 News. Fiona almost made
Peter change the channel – what if there
was something about the vanished boy?
But she could not seem frazzled in front
of him. This was not their fault. If it was
anyone’s fault aside from Fahad’s (how
strange to think of him as having a name)
it would have been Peter’s. Peter was the
one with the bleeding heart.
But Peter turned off the TV anyways,
and said, “We should probably eat
dinner.”
Fiona agreed, and they went to the
kitchen. While Fiona put the leftover pasta
from the night before in the microwave,
Peter lay out plates and silverware. They
ate in silence, the food tasteless in their
mouths. Yesterday, sitting across from
them, there had been a third person. After
they ate, they left the dishes undone and
went out.
They hefted the chest into the trunk of
Fiona’s battered van. The chest was heavy
and awkward to lift. The wood, despite
being old, was very thick and solid and
the skinny corpse inside shifted as the
chest shifted, unbalancing it. The chest
would have lasted many more years,
Fiona thought, if she had not kept in the
garage where the damp could get at it. Her
grandparents would never have forgiven
her. Fiona adjusted it, making sure it was
snug and that the door would have room
to close. Peter fetched two shovels and lay
them across the lid of the chest. They were
good to go.
A forest would be the best place to bury
the chest, Fiona thought, far from the road,
hidden from the sky. As she turned the car
on with one hand and pushed the button
the open the garage door with her other,
she could picture the place in her mind.
It was about fifteen miles north on Route
58, a conservation site called Heavenly
Woods. Missionaries had established a
church there some three centuries ago.
There had been skirmishes with the
Munsee tribe, and the missionaries had
all been killed. Apparently, the forest was

haunted. Good, Fiona thought. they would
not be disturbed.
The burial did not go well. They were
not caught, but it began to rain soon after
they got out of the car. Fiona and Peter
were soon soaked through. Neither had
thought to bring jackets. Rain hissed down
between the branches and down the back
of Peter’s T-Shirt. Lightning, suddenly,
illuminated the patch between the trees
where the hole had been half dug. Will the
shovel attract it? Peter worried. Thunder
echoed the lightning with a tidal roar.
Peter, distracted by the noise, stubbed
his finger on the shovel’s handle when he
struck a rock. He swore, and his mother
looked up, but he ignored her. They were
tired after the hole had been dug. The
chest felt too heavy and their fingers too
slick with mud and, in Peter’s case, sore,
to carry the chest out of the trunk of the
car. Fiona backed the van up until its rear
wheels were feet from the pit. Peter sat in
the trunk and pushed the chest out. It fell,
tilting, flopping onto its side into the pit. It
opened when it landed, the top half of the
corpse sliding out, its pale face. Trying not
to glance down, they began the long task of
packing the now soupy soil back over the
chest.
On their way home, after they had
finished, Fiona said “Well, that wasn’t so
bad was it?” and looked at Peter with a
tentative smile on her face.
Peter wanted to get out of the car, but it
was going too fast. He wanted to scream at
his mother, but he couldn’t put any words
together that would be worth screaming.
Fiona kept on talking but Peter tried
not to listen. Her voice became a fakecheerful blur and the rain fell pop-poppop onto the roof of the car. Peter’s wet,
filthy clothes hung tight, cold, on his body.
The mud sunk into the upholstery of the
car seat. When they got home, Peter ran
upstairs to the shower. “OK, OK, you can
go first!” Fiona laughed after him, after his
squelching socks bounding up the stairs.
The water would take a while to heat
up. Peter turned it on to the hottest and
undressed. He closed the lid on the toilet
and sat, studying his arms streaked with
mud. The noise of the shower on the plastic
bathtub and the rain on the roof, on the
driveway, in the dirt of his mother’s garden
became the same noise, became a chorus.
Peter glanced at the basket of magazines
tucked beside the toilet. On the top, there
was a Pointe magazine, addressed to his
mother. Peter smiled, and picked it up. He
could almost see the boy also picking up
the magazine, just over 24 hours ago. I’ll
be a dancer, he must have thought, that’s
what I’ll be. Once the water was warm,
Peter took the magazine into the shower
with him and watched it turn into pulp,
watched pieces of it drop off and spiral to
the drain, blocking it. His arm shook as
the tub began to fill. “Peter?” his mother
calls, “how much longer will you be?
The rainclouds were gone by the next
morning. Peter woke up early but waited
until he heard his mother close the front
door, the sputter of her car, before he

gets out of bed. She had left him some
homemade waffles on the counter to eat,
spaced out on a rack so they would cool
without going soggy. He ate some cereal
instead and then made himself some
cheese sandwiches, wrapped them in foil
and put them in his backpack along with
an apple. He filled a bottle with water and
went to the bookshelf in the living room
to get the guide to local hiking trails Fiona
had bought when they moved here. Peter
planned to be gone for the day, but ate
his sandwiches earlier than he planned,
at 10:30, and had to go back home midafternoon because he was hungry and
hadn’t thought to bring his wallet.
One day, some weeks later, he saw the
ghost. He has been going further and
further away, bringing more food, bringing
books, bringing his wallet. School will
be starting next week, Peter has only
remembered this today. He is in a field
about an hour’s walk from home. The ghost
is there, above a stream that bisected the
field. The ghost must have been watching
Peter as he approached. It only begins
coming towards him when he looks up,
sees it watching him, floating, surrounded
by a blur. Because of this, Peter realized the
ghost’s intention was not to startle him. He
recognizes the ghost. The tips of its toes
shift the long stalks of grass. Its toes are
dirty, mud in the cracks between the nail
and the skin. Its face is dirty, the earth on
his clothes is so old and dry they look like
armor. Peter notices its hands are dirty
as well, but differently. They shine black
in the sunlight. Peter realizes they shine
because they are wet with something the
texture and slowness of tar. The distance
between them has disappeared.
“I don’t want to talk to you,” Peter said.
The ghost did not answer him. Perhaps it
could not talk. A breeze came from the
blue sky. “You took advantage of us. I
trusted you.”
“You shouldn’t have,” it said.
“Can you hurt me?”
“Not directly.”
“Oh. Would you like something to eat? I
have peanut butter and jelly.”
“What flavor is the jelly?”
“Cherry. But you probably can’t eat, can
you?”
“I wish I could. My favorite flavor was
blackberry. ”
“I wish I had never seen you.”
The ghost then raised its hands. Peter
could feel its cold thin fingers before they
touched his face. It only holds its fingers
there briefly. When it peels them from
him, they stick gently, coolly, as if they
were muddy. Peter can feel their marks on
his face. He knew that if he were to look
into the stream or a mirror, he would have
handprints, black, one on each cheek.
There is a noise from the ghost.
“What have you done?” Peter asks, but
he cannot see any expression on the ghost’s
face. He begins to back up, away into the
sea of grass. Peter can feel it on his face.
He wants to wash it off. The ghost follows
him, its head lowered as if heavy, a shadow
hiding it.

continued to page ten
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15 arrested at peace demonstration
By Christina O’Connor

Approximately 15 Bard students attended
the largest anti-war protest in years at West
Point Academy on Saturday, November
23, along with other protestors from the
Hudson Valley area. The focus of the
protest was on U.S. military involvement
in Central America, and regarded West
Point graduates as military leaders of the
future.
The aim of the protestors was nonviolent civil disobedience, and many
demonstrators, including Bard senior
Elaine Barber, were arrested on West
Point grounds and in its War Museum.
In addition, according to Ed Jones, one of
the protest organizers, a group of speakers
relating thoughts about peace was present
to heighten public awareness.
The civil disobedience action began
at 11:30 a.m. Its object was to try to nonviolently convey with words and thoughts
a message denouncing West Point in an
appraisal of peace. Participants in this
action cautiously entered West Point
grounds in hopes of eventually getting

arrested.
After distributing leaflets that gave a
negative depiction of the institute and
which voiced the concern that, “Current
West Point activities will end up serving
U.S. military intervention in Central
America,” 15 civil disobedience protesters
were arrested, including Barber.
Another offense committed by
demonstrators was the exhibition of
children’s artworks with a theme of peace,
which were placed over war displays in the
museum in attempts “to convert the War
Museum into a Peace Museum.” As soon
as protesters began speaking against the
academy, the Military Police were issued
an order to stop the action, even if it meant
arresting people. Protesters who refused
to abstain from speaking were frisked,
handcuffed, and dragged outside.
Finally, when things got too out of hand,
the War Museum was evacuated. A visitor
who approached a female M.P. to ask a
question was curtly told, “All subjects
who remain downstairs will be subject

to apprehension.” Those who remained
downstairs were either threatened with
dismissal or physically forced out.
One of the protesters’ goals was to engage
soldiers in a dialogue, but this was not
always successful. “I felt as if I were treated
in a mechanical way,” said Barber. “They
never gave us a chance to explain what we
were doing.” Apparently, all those arrested
were separated from each other, and
told not to speak. Barber also expressed
feelings of intimidation and alienation.
“They believe they’re sane and we’re crazy,
but we were trying to prove that they are
the ones who are crazy.”
The most prominent speakers at the
protest were Conrad Lynn, a civil rights
attorney from Pomona, and Ron Kovic, a
Vietnam veteran and anti-war activist, as
well as the author of Born on the Fourth
of July. Lynn’s speech concentrated on
justice. “We are not out there to change
the world, but we are out there so that the
world doesn’t change us,” he said.

president climate commitment
continued from page one

with those set by the LEED (standing for
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) rating system for new construction
projects over five million dollars. The
recommendations will have to be given
to school financial administrators and
approved before they go into effect.
While the Commission has clearly been
busy trying to meet many of the goals and
requirements of the AUCPCC, they have
yet to begin work on two because they
require purchasing, and as almost everyone
is aware the size of Bard’s endowment
makes it difficult to spend a large amount
at once. In the future Bard will have to
institute a policy which requires offsetting
all greenhouse gas emissions generated by
air travel paid for by our institution. Bard
will only be responsible for offsetting air
transportation that the college’s money
pays for, and not for offsetting the air
travel the students may use to get to
campus at the beginning and end of each
year. While meeting this requirement
can wait some time, the final of the seven
steps required by the AUCPCC must be
accomplished within one year of signing
the commitment. Bard needs to begin
purchasing or producing at least 15% of
our institution’s electricity consumption
from renewable sources.
While having a Climate Commission
focused on meeting the measures set
by the AUCPCC will undoubtedly help
Bard develop an organized plan to reach
carbon neutrality, a valuable off-campus
resource is also being called in to help.
The Clinton Foundation recommends
a short lost of companies called Energy
Service Companies (ESCo) to work with
colleges on energy to meet their goals. One
of these Energy Service Companies will
perform an audit on Bard’s energy use and
provide turnkey services such as project
engineering and financing for guaranteed
energy savings. Bard plans to put out an
official request for proposals in the near
future and will hopefully receive an audit
in the relatively near future.
President Botstein’s signing of the
AUCPCC is a significant step towards
making Bard an institution which is
actively combating climate change. The
Commission’s work to develop a highly
organized and accountable plan, while
currently still in its natal stages surpasses
any cohesive attempt towards making Bard a
more sustainable campus. While numerous
efforts have been made by several people
in the Bard community towards greening
the campus, there are very few policies
in place that require environmentallyfriendly considerations. For instance,
whether or not a building project on
campus incorporated sustainability up
until now has been largely up to whoever
was running the project and their attitude

towards green building. Soon, as a result
of the signing of the Climate Commitment
and the Commission’s work, regulations
will be established which will require
the environmental impact of building
and energy use to be considered. As one
member of the Commission aptly puts it,
“99% of mistakes come from not asking
for high standards”.
However, even once requirements are
put into place at Bard regarding building,
waste disposal, and many other processes,
there will still be significant obstacle
standing in the way on the college’s path to
carbon neutrality. In order for projects to
happen they need money, and sustainable
undertakings are becoming quite
reasonable they have gained a reputation
for being initially more expensive, even
if they almost always cut costs in the
long run. For example, BERD auditor
Laurie Husted has previously estimated
that possible solar energy reforms at the
on-campus would take 20 years for the
school’s investment to be returned. Lack of
funding has been the reason that a number
of green building plans have not gone past
the development stage here on campus.
One specific example of a project
abandoned because of lack of available
financial resources was a solar energy
system that was in the works to be installed
on the roof of Stevenson gymnasium. While
Husted and several other members of the
Environmental Resources Department
worked efficiently to write a proposal and
were awarded a sizeable grant, when the
college realized the roof of the gym would
need to be repaired before the panels
could be installed the original estimated
costs jumped up by 50% and the project
came to a halt. It would cost too much
money to bring the project to fruition in
the immediate future. Historically, donors
with an investment in the environment
have been responsible for funding a
significant portion of the alternative
energy products on campus.
But what exactly does it mean to be
“green” or sustainable? These two terms
are often thrown around by people who
associate themselves with environmental
causes, but for many the words are difficult
to define. If you’re trying to figure out if
a product or a building is sustainable,
there are a few important questions to
ask: What is it made out of? Does it have
any materials from recycled or renewable
resources in it? Where do the materials
come from? How is the object made? Is
the manufacturer considering energy
reduction or conservation at all? What
effect will it have on its environment as it
ages? How much energy does it use after
it’s been made? How much waste does it
generate?
What’s most important when thinking

about sustainability is looking at the
product in a larger context and actively
thinking about its impact. So, for instance,
fresh organic produce grown without
any pesticides may seem good for the
environment, and might be in some ways,
but if it has to be shipped thousands of
miles in order to get to a supermarket
near you, then enormous amounts of
greenhouse gases were released into the
air along the way.
It’s undeniable that many people are
working hard to make Bard’s campus
more environmentally sustainable. Yet
even as measures are being taken to
increase energy efficiency and make better
choices with regards to how buildings are
built, other actions stand out as a sharp
contradiction to the recently invigorated
green attitude on campus. Many students
have been making noise about the fact
that Environmental Studies will no
longer be offered as a stand-alone major.
Professor Mark Lindeman attributed
this change to the decrease in faculty of
the Environmental Studies department
which has resulted in a cut in the number
of classes being offered. If one of the
responsibilities of the Commission is to
insure education the student body about
sustainability, then why is a major devoted
to learning about the environment and
climate change being made less available to
students? While there’s no reason to believe
the current state of the Environmental
Studies program will remain permanent,
perhaps increasing access to education
on environmental issues should be made
more of a priority.
While the current students of the college
will more than likely be long gone by the
time Bard becomes a carbon-neutral
campus, many big steps are being taken
now to develop the college’s environmental
conscience. The actions being taken by
the college as a result of some prodding
on the part of the Climate Commission
continue to grow in leaps and bounds. But
incorporating sustainability is a neverending process, there is always more to
be done, always something that could be
improved in some way, and always a way
to get actively involved.
At the bottom of the article or in a box:
Students interested in Bard’s development
of a plan to achieve carbon neutrality may
also volunteer for one of the subcommittees:
transportation/air travel, refrigerants/
chemicals,
electricity
conservation,
green buildings, and waste consumption/
recycling. If interested in one of these
positions contact Laurie Husted: husted@
bard.edu.

continued from page five

in the arts, and they believed Bard could
make a contribution to the teaching of
science. A campus center’s not what they
want to give money to. The people who pay
for the prison program are not interested
in building a campus center. Philanthropy
is the choice of the giver, as well as the
college. If we had an alumnus who said,
you know, when I was in school there, we
didn’t have good campus facilities. Now
that I’ve made a million dollars I’m going
to give my alma mater money to build a
campus center. Would we take the money?
Absolutely yes. Would we not convert the
barn? Absolutely yes. We’ve asked. There’s
no shortage of asking on our part…but
for a few hundred thousand dollars we
can convert the barn. That’s all we can
afford to do. So you see, you have to ask
the question, why do Jim Brudvig, Mary
Backlund, or Erin Cannan, or I, do what
we do for a living?
GD: [laughing] Why?
LB: You know if we were in the software
business, or in the pharmaceutical
business, or in the car manufacturing
business, chances would be we wanted
to become rich. We want to sell to the
consumer, charge them the highest
possible price, for the object we can make
most cheaply. So we’d have kind of a
mistrustful relationship. But we’re in a
not-for-profit business. None of us earns
a salary upon which we will become rich.
Our motivation is a choice of vocation. It’s
a calling to do right by education of young
people. Why? Because each of us found
that the college experience that we had
changed our lives. And we’d like to make
that possible for succeeding generations.
Even if we make mistakes, our motivation
is not corrupt. The basic motivation that
leads us to this position is one that, I say to
all schoolteachers, I give speeches around
the country to high school teachers, the
first thing I say is that the country owes
you a debt of gratitude for choosing this
profession. I say that for all scholars. For
all artists. For all university professors.
You do not enter this profession for
reasons of greed, or desire to become rich.
You have some kind of idealism. Every one
of our faculty members is smart enough to
make a lot of money if he or she wanted to.
And that goes for all the members of the
administration as well.

the new son
continued from page nine

“I feel really bad about doing this,” the
ghost said. Peter could not see its mouth.
“But I hope you understand I need to.”
And then it raised its head. Peter could
see its face now. There was something
different about it, although Peter was slow
in realizing exactly what.
Fiona began to notice the change in
Peter. She attributed it to puberty. So
soon, she thought, my little boy. My dear

son. Time does not stand still for anyone.

Peter has begun to stay out later and later,
he makes friends who she thinks are bad
for him. A film slides over his face when
she confronted him about his behavior, his
slipping grades, asked him about the patina
of weed smoke clinging to his clothes, of
sex on his breath. He does not help around
the house anymore. You used to be such a
kind boy. Growing up does not mean you
need to retreat from me. She even missed
the mice, the threadbare kittens, the
crooked-winged birds that he had at once
brought home, though she know why he
had stopped, why he had changed.
Peter left eventually, after five years.
He was sixteen. He had taken some of his
favorite clothes and a loaf of Wonderbread.
There was also some silverware missing
and a canvas library bag – presumably, she
thought, to carry everything. She was in
the hall, holding his note. The screen door
was open slightly, teased by a wind. You

had to expect this would happen. Do not
expect me back. She went to the pantry,

but she already knew what she would find,
or to be more precise, what she wouldn’t
find. The cigar box, once hidden between
the cake flour and the brown sugar was
missing.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Politically
Conscious Art
Swarms the
Root Cellar
by

Alex in bed

xxy: she is too
much for you
by

Nick Ogonek

Last Thursday the 8th, the Argentine
Film Club showed XXY, a tough and
seductive film about Alex, a 15-year-old
hermaphrodite living on an island, with
his/her family in a house sequestered by
a gate from the surrounding community.
Alex lives as a girl, fairly contentedly – her
true nature is a well-kept secret, at least
when we first meet her. The writer-director,
Lucía Puenzo suggests almost from the
first frames the fragility of Alex’s life and
the life her family has created for her by
shacking up on the sparsely populated
island. An early image eerily sets the tone:
A couple the parents have invited to their
home have arrived with their teenage son,
Alvaro. The gate blocks the road, and he
gets out, slouching, blue headphones over
his ears, to open it. Puenzo keeps the
camera at a distance and lets the gate’s
doors wobble, the latch fumble in Alvaro’s
fingers. It’s a perfect, if a little obvious,
metaphor about the bubble Alex lives in.
How long can she remain here, apart from
the world? How will her parents cope with
her medical condition? How will she?
Also: what exactly is the visiting family’s
purpose in coming here?
Alex’s story is so interesting because it is
not a ‘coming of age’ story. It is just as much
about Alex trying to find understanding
and acceptance from his/her parents as
from society. It is a family drama before an
adolescent mope-fest. Which is not to say
the film is without moping. But the director
and actors are talented and tender enough
to invest emotion in their portrayals of the
characters. Inés Efron, who plays Alex,
drizzles in both fear and strength behind
the scornful glances her character shoots.
Martín Piroyansky’s Alvaro, quiet and a
little rueful, tries to insinuate that, because
of his age, he is more mature that Alex, but
we can tell, through the petulant set to his

face, that he has more growing up to do
than s/he.
Their first exchange – Alex: “Will you
have sex with me?” to which Alvaro declines
because he’s “older” does not preclude
emotional and physical intimacy from
happening later on. It is this encounter that
spins both characters’ lives out of control
for the rest of the film. It reveals more
about each of their burgeoning sexualities
then they initially realize. They are caught
‘in flagrante delicto’ by Alex’s father. It is
here that the stakes are raised in the film
– from teen drama to family drama. Both
Alex and Alvaro are, in different ways,
afraid of their sexualities, and their family
dynamics shift and, at times, threaten to
fall out from under their feet.
The film is shot to take full advantage
to the windswept, desolate island where
the film is set. This is not a paradise, even
though one character calls it that early in
the film. The dunes are bone white and
the sky rarely seems clear of threatening
clouds, the sea rarely free of murk. There
is a minimum of stylization – shots are
held long and mostly at eye level. The
camera is curious about the characters but
respectful of the dignity invested in them
by the actors. The score is lush and strange,
never overused, and the lighting is mostly
natural, with some memorable scenes
occurring by the warm but ominous light
of candles. Atmosphere is clearly important
to the filmmakers, and the overall effect is
one of deep strangeness and melancholy.
When one character warns Alvaro off Alex
with the words “She’s too much for you,” it
does not seem like a condemnation but a
sad fact. The same could not be said of this
film – it takes a complex and emotionally
fraught issue and deals with it tenderly and
without even a trace of prurience.

Becca Rom-Frank

On April 15, the Beehive Design
Collective’s immense graphic tapestry,
“Free Trade Area of the Americas,”
hung ceiling-to-floor in the Root Cellar.
The graphic campaign represents
the consequences of this “free trade”
legislation in the form of a web spun by
mechanical spiders, animals entangled
in their web, and worker ants below,
building tunnels and dancing. Juanki, a
member of the collective, and Kaya, from
the Germantown Community Farm, led
students through an interactive discussion
and analysis of the Collective’s political,
metaphorical artwork, while freely using
the terms “hive” and “bees” to describe the
collective itself.
The Beehive Collective is a completely
volunteer-based, non-profit political group
who seek to promote messages of resistance
to corporate globalization through the
medium of graphic media. While the
central hive is based in Machias, Maine,
there is also a decentralized constituency
of collective members. The collective’s
artwork addresses pressing political and
social issues such as globalization, free
trade, militarism and biotechnology. The
designs depict elaborate, very detailed
scenes, which usually involve plants,
animals, and other elements of the natural
world metaphorically representing a
political message. The process of designing
graphics begins with direct interviews with
a diverse selection of people. Opinions from
union organizers, farmers, students, and
factory workers are all equally important
to the hive as the artists consider how
they might manifest important issues
of development that face Latin America
today. “Free Trade Area of the Americas”
is only one graphic campaign out of many
that the hive has completed in the past and
continues to work on.
According to Juanki, members feel that
there is not enough art that represents
relevant political issues, and so the
collective strives to produce accessible
images that are easy to reproduce. Images
are distributed to many different places,
often serving as organizing tools. Recently,
the collective has given out posters to
community centers in Latin America to
assist in education and storytelling. Hive
members often travel to give presentations
on their designs, as they did in the Root
Cellar.
In order to break down and explain each

part of the detailed drawing and deduce
each metaphor, student attendees were
broken into groups to discuss, in-depth,
one small section of the graphic. Students
then took turns presenting their ideas
to the entire group. One group deduced
that the giant, robotic spiders represent
the media and businessmen, tipped off
by details such as Microsoft logos on
their bodies and Nasdaq-number eyes.
Apparently, the spiders were intentionally
drawn to look like robots in response to
criticism about the collective’s tendency to
demonize animals in their metaphors.
Yet another group was asked to analyze
a part of the picture depicting a sheep
bound in dollar-sign chains, wearing a
grad cap topped with a carrot and stick.
Students identified with the idea that to be
an academic is to be tied up in debt, as well
the responsibility to share their knowledge
with the world so that it does not remain
within the elite ivory tower of academia.
The images are originally drawn in
pencil and ink on paper, after which they
are scanned into a computer and printed
out as posters and tapestries of all sizes.
Members of the hive play to their strengths;
some “bees” are best at drawing plants,
other at animals, and so tasks are assigned
accordingly.
None of the design projects are
commissioned, save one grant given by a
political group for a project set to come
out around the time of the Democratic
National Committee. Normally, however,
the hive completes the projects because
they feel they are genuinely important,
and all decisions in the hive are made
collectively.
The presentation concluded with slides
of a current work in progress. Most designs
take several years to complete, and small
details undergo many revisions. Viewing
the works in progress hinted at the
amount of hard work and patience that the
completion of these graphics must require.
Perhaps this process could be interpreted
as a metaphor for the hard work and
patience that must be devoted to a cause to
achieve political and social change.
For more information, and for detailed
explanations of “Free Trade Area of the
Americas” and other graphics, visit http://
www.beehivecollective.org

A poster from the event
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that safe feeling:

The condemnation of tivoli bays
Phtot/ Ben Wlody

By Tamsin Ibiona Jenks Flanders
There is still a little cloud over Tivoli Bays.
We haven’t recaptured that safe feeling.
-- Marc Molinaro, former mayor of Tivoli
The village of Tivoli is separated from
Bard campus by the 1,722 acre Tivoli
Bays Unique Area, a hardwood forest and
lowland marsh that has been protected
land for twenty-five years. A New York
State Wildlife Management Area and
Important Bird Area, the Bays have
been reclaimed after years as a farm and
decades as an oasis of summer camps and
vacation rentals for New York City folk,
returned to forest, and re-domesticated by
the hundreds of people who run, hunt, or
walk their dogs on its trails. It is difficult
to know sometimes where Bard property
ends and the state land begins. Most trails
run north-south and are bisected by a
public boat access road that terminates at
a canoe dock. Many of us are familiar with
the Bays.
I ran the Bays trails a lot when I first
got to Bard, so much so that I grew tired
of the area. But I’ve found the Bays hard
to avoid. It is one of the only places I run
where I am not a spectacle to cars or fellow
students. They are the best wooded trails
for miles. When I still lived on campus
and my friends lived in Tivoli I would run
through the Bays into town and take the
shuttle back. Now that I live in Tivoli I
walk back and forth to school on nice days.
Sometimes I walk with friends, but more
often I’m alone.
I do this with the knowledge of an event
that we all know something, if very little,
about. On a sunny Saturday afternoon
almost eleven years ago—June 14, 1997—a
thirty-four-year-old mother and her sevenyear-old daughter were raped in these
woods. They had been riding their bicycles
through the Bays when they stopped to
ask a gentleman for directions. The man,
twenty-five to thirty-five years old, six feet
tall, weighing approximately two hundred
pounds, wearing a red shirt, green shorts,
sneakers and a green and black military
fatigue cap and carrying an olive green
canvas shoulder bag, spoke to the pair. He
then pulled out a red folding pocket knife
and, threatening them with the knife in his
left hand, forced the mother and daughter
off the path into the woods. He bound
them both to trees with the insulated wire
and cotton string he had carried in his bag
and raped each of them. First the mother,
then the daughter.
Afterwards, he escaped in his 19871990 four-door Chevrolet Caprice, taking
with him the elder victim’s Polish watch
and black nylon purse containing her car
keys, ID, credit card, and a bottle of Polish
perfume. An unspecified amount of time
later, the mother freed herself from the
wire she was bound by and made a phone
call to local police.
This woman was a Bard student and
the crime committed against her was the
second in the Bays in two years. In 1995
an eighteen or nineteen-year-old student,

a cross-country runner, had been raped
by what is widely thought to be the same
man. The idea that he was and still is living
in the community is not an unreasonable
one, given the nature of the crimes. Eleven
years and more than eight hundred leads
later investigators still have no real suspect.
The only ‘victory’ in the case came in 2006
when the state of New York brought its
archaic statute of limitations law up to date
by changing the five-year limit to no time
limit for prosecuting rape suspects.
There was a sense at the time that the
crime had changed the communities of
Tivoli and Bard forever. A reporter wrote
three years later that there was a sense that
“life would never be the same for anyone
in the rural area at the northernmost tip of
Dutchess County.” In response to rumors
that the county sheriff planned on reducing
the “amplitude” of the investigation, Bard
president Leon Botstein warned in a
September 12 memorandum to local and
state politicians that “Long term damage
to the quality of life would be one of
the consequences of failing [to find the
perpetrator].”
As thousands of students matriculate
into and graduate out of Bard, the rapes
become more legend than memory. As
students we don’t necessarily live with the
fear of rape in our daily lives like students
or Tivoli residents may have done at the
time of the crime, but we do fear being
in the woods and especially contact with
other people in the woods because of this
rape. The Tivoli Bays have been condemned
by these rapes.
I grew up in a small town in rural
northeastern Vermont. My family’s
property is bordered by a privately-owned
but publicly used forest which I have spent
a lot of time alone in. Those woods are
considered safe because, as far as is publicly
known, no one has ever been raped there.
That the Tivoli Bays is a place where you
will get lost (or that getting lost will harm
you) or attacked by wild animals (aside
from ticks) is a common fear. While the
underutilization of the Bays by students
may come simply from disinterest or
unfamiliarity with the sights and sounds
of the forest, fear of the Bays as a place of
violence is not student-created. That any
and all human presence you encounter
in the wilderness is a threat to your life
is an unreasonable and unnecessary lie
perpetuated by the language of Bard
administrators.
In a recent email (April 21st) Bard’s head
of security Ken Cooper wrote: I cannot be
at the end of Cruger Island road to prevent
harm to Bardians who are alone and
unprotected. Should anyone attempt to
“chat you up” as you walk or jog, recognize
this as a predatory behavior - you are
being sized up as the next meal - NEVER
ENGAGE IN CONVERSATION WITH A
PERSON ALONG THE ROAD.
Through the choice of language that
has come to characterize his emails, Ken
Cooper has constructed Bard campus as

a safe space as long as boundaries were
never transgressed. He is our protector,
but his paternal arm does not reach offcampus. The campus pathways too can be
dangerous, as close as they are to, as he says
later in the email, the “howling, growling
and bushes rattling.” Only dorms are safe,
he asserts, as long as their doors aren’t
propped. He acknowledges, however, that
the borders of our campus are porous and
therefore as students, he tells us, we have to
be vigilant against people from the outside
are a constant threat to our otherwise safe
community.
The idea that being alone and/or
meeting strangers in the Bays is especially
dangerous is not a ‘safety’ mentality, but
a paranoia that Bard College allows to
metastasize and fester. The likelihood of
being raped in the Tivoli Bays compared to
that of being raped by someone you know
is, statistically speaking, very small. Why,
then, has the rape in the woods come to
dominate our understanding of risk?
Violence happens in the “quiet hamlets
of northern Dutchess County” just as it
does in urban areas. In the 1990s there were
three reported stranger rapes of which Bard
students were the victims: the two already
mentioned and one in the spring of 1995
at the Triangle near Feitler. According

The idea that being alone and/or
meeting strangers in the Bays
is especially dangerous is not a
‘safety’ mentality, but a paranoia that Bard College allows to
metastasize and fester.
to the Dutchess County Sexual Abuse
Forensic Examiner Project, there were 329
sexual assault cases reported in the county
between 1997 and 2001. In twenty-eight of
the cases the perpetrators were strangers
and in fifty-five they were classified as
other, leaving 246 cases—75 percent of
the cases—in which the perpetrator was
known to the victim. Aggression, date rape,
and acquaintance rape are perennially
underreported, though they happen very
frequently on college campuses and are a
real threat to both men and women. These
rapes are rarely confessed to, adjudicated,
or publicly acknowledged. But many of us
know someone who has been raped and
in most of the stories the perpetrator was
not a stranger to that individual. This
sensationalization of the Bays as the ‘rapist
woods’, therefore, only distracts people
from the more realistic risk of date or
acquaintance rape.
The purpose of writing this article is not
to convince anyone that they should feel
safe in the woods. I cannot force anyone
to feel safe; I don’t always feels safe. My
concern is with a rhetoric coming from
the college that treats the Bays as more
dangerous than anywhere else. We are not
being told to stop going to bars or inviting
men or women into our dorm rooms,

despite what we know can happen. I don’t
want the administration to stop talking
about the rape, I think we should be talking
about it while giving equal weight to other
rapes happen that in our community.
What Ken Cooper systematically fails to
acknowledge, to our detriment as students,
is that most violence we will experience
while at Bard comes not from the outside,
but from inside the school.
Erin Cannan reminded me that after she,
the self-described “bearer of bad news,”
informed my class during L&T about
the 1997 rape in the Tivoli Bays, BRAVE
followed with statistics and counsel on
abuse and assault (both BRAVE and the
Foot Patrol were formed after these rapes).
I find it funny that I didn’t remember the
second part of the session. Since August
of my freshman year I have not heard
the administration talk about date rape
or acquaintance rape. It may be true that
students “can understand the man in
the woods” as a potential threat better
than an acquaintance, but what is the
administration doing about that?
This condemnation of the Bays is unfair
to the space and to the community. Head
of Horticulture and former student Amy
Foster says that in her time at Bard the
Tivoli Bays were much more frequented
by Bard students than they are today.
Students then had known the Bays when
they had still felt safe and the fear they felt
after the 1997 crime may have discouraged
them from venturing out alone, but not
from venturing. When I heard the trauma
in Erin Cannan’s voice as she told me
that she can still hear the screams of the
seven-year-old victim I begin to imagine,
if not feel the fear that this rape planted
in community members. But neither Erin
nor anyone else has the right to make their
own fear an implicit institutional policy.
Erin Cannan’s fear is well-justified, and I
respect it, but it should not frame the way
thousands of other people see a piece of
land.
Bard is a rural experience and I feel it is
the school’s obligation to make it a positive
one. The negative messages sent to Bard
students about the woods are unproductive,
even regressive, on many levels. It is bad
for students’ safety because it implies that
the opposite must be true: I am safe as long
as I stay out of the woods, or, I should be
afraid whenever someone friendly speaks
to me and feel safer whenever a stranger
ignores me. Also, this is simply bad logic: if
we are staying out of the Bays because the
rapist could still be lurking, what will we
say when the time has passed that he could
still be alive? Should we feel safer then? If
so, it would be a false sense of security: the
Bays would be no more and no less safe
than before.
To the Bard administration I say this: If
you center your education about the risk
of rape around directives, saying ‘don’t do
this,’ you are potentially setting the victim
up to blame themselves. My issue is not
with the recommendations Ken Cooper
(as a spokesperson) offers, but rather with
his tone and with what he fails to address.
Perhaps you could give out maps of the
Bays and teach students safer ways to go
into the woods. There is much more room
to empower women and men to reduce the
risk of acquaintance rape than stranger
rape. The college would do well to offer
better sexual abuse and assault education.
In addition, stranger rape and the Tivoli
Bays is truly, more so than acquaintance
or date rape, a gender issue. Yet the college
doesn’t acknowledge this. I would feel
more responsive if this education was
coming from female administrators and
not someone I don’t know who sees himself
as my male protector.
To Bard students I say this: No one can
guarantee us safety. Ken Cooper cannot
ensure that you are any more safe on
campus than off. There is nothing I can say
to make you more safe in the Tivoli Bays,
either. Ken Cooper does a good job of
reminding us that we are safer in numbers;
it is always common sense when walking
or hiking to tell someone where you are
going, stay alert, and carry a cell phone
if possible. But neither the rapist nor Ken
Cooper can take away your right to choose
where you go.
I’m not endorsing walking through the
Bays alone: I am encouraging students to
walk, however they choose to. And I am
arguing for my right to walk alone without
feeling the fear that the administration
wants me to feel. I’m hoping for institutional
change for that percentage of students who
under different circumstances would be
overcoming their fear, who would see the
woods for what they are: not guaranteed
safe spaces, but not worth giving up,
either.
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hilary clintons repugnant charge to nowhere:

a retrospective

By Jesse Myerson

hopes (a Clinton meme since Iowa), but the
implications were clear to everyone with a
touch of sensitivity: Obama was Dr. King
and she was Lyndon Johnson and blacks
would be nothing without whites to help.
The reason this is now-forgotten is that,
in the wake of Obama’s eviscerating victory
in that state, Bill Clinton made a comment
whose only conceivable explanation was
racial. Pressed to explain how she had lost
so badly, the former President claimed,
“Jesse Jackson won in South Carolina twice,
in ’84 and ’88, and he ran a good campaign,
and Senator Obama’s run a good campaign
here.” The message: naturally Obama

It is time to lay to rest upon the
shores of a better tomorrow the
blubbery, rotting carcass of the
most heinous political campaign
in the modern Democratic party.
won in South Carolina: he’s black, and
the black candidate always wins in South
Carolina. Perhaps the sweetest victory of
this entire primary season is the exposure
of Bill Clinton for what he really is, not a
respectable progressive elder statesman,
but rather a conniving, power-hungry
phony, who’ll say anything, if it means
tearing down his adversary.
The 4 March contests in Texas and
Ohio brought another, ratcheted up wave
of disgusting bile from the Clinton camp.
First, she released an ad showing stock
footage of children in bed and featuring
a Dark And Scary voice which tried to

convince viewers that Hillary was the only
candidate of two who could keep children
safe from unknown harms that surround
them. Of course, the ad smacked of the Karl
Rove/Rudy 9iu11iani credo on political
advertising: “Scare the shit out of the
fuckers so they’ll vote for you.” Needless
to say, the ad reinforced every frame
about national security that John McCain
wanted reinforced and did much to stifle
debate about the candidates’ actual plans
for keeping us safe. Casey Knowles, the 8year-old girl in the stock footage, is now an
adult and an avid Obama supporter, who
cut a counter-ad about—what else?—hope.
On par with that ad’s innuendo racial
innuendo factor (running against a black
man by showing endangered sleeping white
children is at least in poor historical taste)
was Sen. Clinton’s 60 Minutes response, the
day before the primary/caucus to a question
about whether she believed Obama to be a
Muslim: “There is nothing to base that on,
as far as I know.” As with all her tactics, the
intended effect (and, if exit polls are any
indication, the actual effect, at least some
of the time) was to cast herself as settled
on the matter, while keeping the matter
unsettled for those who suspect towel-head
status of the darkly-hued/strangely-named
one.
If her campaign’s conduct before Texas
and Ohio was despicable, it was made to
look as noxious as one of those retarded,
wingless birds that Cheney hunts by its
conduct after them. First, on 6 March,
Hillary began positively gushing over the
only candidate more like Freddie Kruger
than she, John McCain. “I think that since

Drawing/ Walker Schiff

media brainwashing
By Myles Davis
“Media” is a word we use when we wish
to speak about other people, people who
are never ourselves. The resulting theories
of brainwashing, mass deception, enforced
stereotypes, etc, all work to absolve our
disturbing responsibilities in choosing
media, redirecting the blame toward
media corporations, corporations of
which we never tire of revealing an ethical
indifference that always has been and
always will be inherent in corporations.
We say, “Poor Grandpa, his ignorance
is the fault of the Fox News channel that
fills his waking hours.” This ignorance is
never our ignorance, and yet we achieve in
statements like this an ignorance that saves
our sanity. We remain ignorant of the fact
that Grandpa’s loneliness has turned entirely
sadistic; it is no longer we who occupy his
thoughts but crudities, absurdities, antics,
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reductions, vitriolics, pornographies and
violations. Similarly with the “elite media”:
when we oppose the obvious and luxurious
fetishism of the ads in the New York Times
to the good, decent, intellectual journalism
contained in the black-and-white, we are
merely announcing that we are the sort of
the pervert who get off on wearing a suit to
the orgy.
The formulations we make in talking
about media are suspiciously similar to
the present state of our democracy. We
are discovering that democracy has no
meaning outside of the value system it
operates under, and our only contemporary
democratic value seems to be sadistic
legislation over others, sadistic legislation
over people who are not ourselves.
Thus, the core people affected by
our legislating are those outside of the

democratic system: a heterogeneous
population that includes children,
prisoners, illegal immigrants and Iraqis.
Outside of this bull’s eye are the peripheral
circles of racial, ethnic, sexual and political
minorities who may be able to vote but are,
by dint of sheer numerics, none-the-less
the target of an American voting populace
relentlessly and sadistically doing unto
others. This situation dissembles itself in
the specter of the “ordinary American;” this
figure marries the contradictory ideas of
universal and singular in the voting booth
and the focus group. And it is always this
“ordinary American” that is the concern
of those who use media to speak about
other people. We should cease to do so,
and instead turn toward an unspeakable
complicity that media does nothing more
than reflect.

Drawing/ Mae Colburn

Four years at Bard and the most frequent
item, I’m certain, on many to-do lists has
been “Observer article.” From a lowly
copy-editor as a freshman to a buddingeditorialist as a sophomore to a writerfrom-overseas as a junior to the longeststanding-political-contributor as a senior, I
have given enormous amounts of time and
energy to this publication. This history,
now that I reflect upon it from this side of
senior projects, seems to charge me with
the conception of some rather grand final
article. All this I think before remembering
that no one actually ever reads these
godforsaken pages and decide once more
to write something perfectly topical and
petty.
Tuesday’s Democratic primaries in
Indiana and North Carolina have essentially
ensured what those nerds among us who
parse elections for things like “what they
mean,” using things like “math” knew a
while ago: that Sen. Barack Obama is to be
the presidential nominee of the Democratic
Party in 2008. And so it is time to lay to
rest upon the shores of a better tomorrow
the blubbery, rotting carcass of the most
heinous political campaign in the modern
Democratic Party.
Let us start with the run-up to the South
Carolina primary, which took place on
26 January. In a now-forgotten activation
of racial divisions, Hillary was moved to
remark that, “Dr. King’s dream began to be
realized when President Lyndon Johnson
passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It took
a president to get it done.” Sure, it was easy
to hide behind the explanation that this
was really a comment about action over

we now know Sen. McCain will be the
nominee for the Republican Party,” she
said, “national security will be front and
center in this election. We all know that.
And I think it’s imperative that each of us
be able to demonstrate we can cross the
commander-in-chief threshold. I believe
that I’ve done that. Certainly, Sen. McCain
has done that and you’ll have to ask Sen.
Obama with respect to his candidacy.” I
guess unapologetic Iraq hawks have to stick
together against those waskally wabbits on
the wrong side of the commander-in-chief
threshold; you know, the ones who had the
foresight and judgment to oppose the war
from the beginning.
Not one day later, avid Clinton supporter
and fundraiser Geraldine Ferraro, the
former Democratic nominee for Vice
President said, “If Obama was a white man,
he would not be in this position. And if he
was a woman (of any color) he would not
be in this position. He happens to be very
lucky to be who he is. And the country is
caught up in the concept” Of course, if one
were to write a guide book about how to
get elected president, based on the success
of the first 43, “Be black” would be the
obvious title of the first chapter. Called out
for this ridiculous comment, Ferraro fired
back that she was being discriminated
against because of her race (white).
Clinton’s refusal for days to condemn
these statements and their speaker actually
prompted Keith Olbermann to deliver his
first ever “special comment” targeting a
Democrat. Not only were the comments
denigrating to Obama, diminishing his
considerable political skill, but also to
black voters, attributing a kind of tribalism
to their voting patterns (even though black
voters consistently make up the bloc that
most votes its interests—in 2004, they did
not support Sharpton and Moseley Braun
in droves, preferring instead a bourgeois
white doctor from Vermont).
The next month brought the Pennsylvania
primary and Hillary Clinton’s basest of
hypocritical moments. When Sen. Obama
observed, of rural Pennsylvanians, “It’s not
surprising then they get bitter, they cling
to guns or religion or antipathy to people
who aren’t like them or anti-immigrant
sentiment or anti-trade sentiment as a
way to explain their frustrations,” Clinton
and her goons took the cue to call Obama
“elitist” and “out of touch.” This, of course,
comes from the Wellesley-cum-Yale
corporate lawyer whose husband and she
just declared $100 million dollar incomes
over the last six years. People didn’t buy it
for long, though, since Obama just put a
nail in the Clintonian coffin in populistloving North Carolina and Indiana.
Of course, the ridiculous media-created
“controversies” (read: distractions) of Rev.
Wright’s sermons, Obama’s history with
flag lapel pins and one photo which showed
Obama neglecting to cover his heart
during the national anthem (for which it is
not customary to cover ones heart, unlike
the pledge of allegiance) were fueled
and enjoyed by the Clinton camp, which
claimed, again and again, that the GOP
would do even worse, so it doesn’t matter.
Well, it does matter. Progressives ought to
value spirited discourse focused on feeding
the hungry, clothing the naked, housing
the homeless, teaching the ignorant
and healing the sick. Personal attacks,
racist innuendo, character assassination,
underhanded smear and fear-inspiring
talking-points are the property of the
right, and that’s what they should remain.
These whole last six years in the Senate
have been about becoming president. Now
that she will not be president, she will leave
the Senate and get a corporate job. May she
feel shame for the rest of her Faustian days.
Rest in peace, Hillary for President 2008.
You were a drag to have around.

OPINIONS

clinton vs. obama:
The lesser of two
evils or the greater
of two goods?
By Nathan Donarum
To be honest, I’m slightly hesitant
about submitting anything, seeing as it all
seems like pure redundancy at this point.
And after all, I’m no more than a simple
citizen. But I am a voter, and this recent
news of Hillary and McCain jumping
on Barack’s using the word “bitter” to
describe Pennsylvania voters has just hit a
chord with me.
I have always been a supporter of Barack’s,
but not always a detractor of Hillary’s.
There was a time when I said, “she would
be a very good candidate, and I would be
happy to support her in her campaign for
the Presidency”. As the primary season
began, that soon changed, from a general
dislike to, yes, a pure bitterness about her
candidacy in general.
I’ve spent months trying to figure out
exactly why she has made me so bitter
about her campaign.
Yes, I could so easily point to her sense
of entitlement, or to her outright lying
concerning NAFTA and Bosnia. Yes, I
could so easily argue the fact that she is
clearly losing and has been for a long time,
but seems unwilling to back down for the
good of the party. Yes, I could so easily talk
about how she’s a generally divisive figure,
or about how she constantly moves the
goal posts, or even about her praising her
Republican rival over her Democratic one,
saying McCain, unlike Obama, has passed
the “Commander-in-Chief threshold”,
whatever that may be, and whatever that
may truly signify. But none of that gets to,
what I believe, is the heart of why I have
become such a true detractor of hers. It
does not pinpoint why I have absolutely
become disenchanted with her campaign,
though every thing I mentioned (and
more) is a piece of it.
What I have seen is that Hillary’s
campaign has been run almost completely
on the basis of “Barack Obama is worse
than I am, thus, I should be President”,
rather than “I am better than Barack,
thus, I should be President”. Please take
a moment to think about this distinction
because it is a crucial one. I have realized
that instead of playing up her own merits
as opposed to her rival’s, she has played
into his shortcomings, and why they make
him worse. This is a fatal issue I believe,
because Barack Obama has done the exact
opposite. He has almost entirely, and very
consistently, focused on what makes him
better than her.
This entire issue over the word “bitter”
has, for me, brought this into the open.
Whereas Hillary could have left his
statement for what it is, and left it after
Barack explained what he meant she
instead decided to focus on why such a
word is detrimental to him. Why, I ask,
is it not possible for Hillary to win on her
own merits? Why is it that she must clutch
at straws in order to win? Why doesn’t
her own personality, her own policies and
abilities, speak for themselves?
There have been numerous times in
which Barack could have jumped on
Clinton for mistakes she made. He did not.
Not nearly to the extent to which she has
against him. He did not draw out Hillary’s
lying concerning the sniper fire. He did
not immediately, and has not continued to
rail on her for not only ever having Mark
Penn in her campaign, but for keeping him
there despite his obvious issues. He could
have. He could have easily played into her
game and turned the focus from why he’s
better than she, to why she’s worse than
he. But he didn’t. Has he attacked her? Yes.
But Obama has never attacked Clinton
without being attacked first.
My argument stems from the fact that
her campaign has focused on why he’s
worse than she is, and not why she’s better
than he is. It’s as if she believes she should
win because she’s the lesser of two evils,
rather than why she’s the greater of two
“goods”.
The integrity of the Obama campaign
compared to the Clinton campaign speaks
worlds to me about why he is the right
choice. I have read and heard myriad
explanations as to why people support him.
I am by no means saying my explanation is
perfect, but it is something that I cannot
help but realize at this point. I simply hope
that I am not the only one who believes
such to be the case.

Drawing/ Walker Schiff

being a zionist at bard
By Russell Lifson
It must be tough being a Zionist at Bard
College. There are so many conflicting
ideologies, each with their own respective
politics and ethics, their own interpretations
of life and perspectives of the Real. For
the coverted Zionist, maintaining an
ideological support structure is a tough
struggle indeed; one has to constantly keep
track of the different aspects of the conflict
and become an apologist for the ideology
itself. Let’s say for the purposes of this
article, that a Zionist is someone believes
the Jews have a right to a homeland in
Palestine. The conflict with the prevailing
human rights ideology is apparent, but I
think that only scratches the surface.
The Zionist principle of “self
determination of peoples” has been
getting a lot of attention in the media,
because of Kosovo’s recent declaration
of independence from Serbia, and more
recently, the violent demonstrations and
crackdowns in Tibet. Why hasn’t Israel,
the model republic of self-determination,
recognized either the newest ethnic
breakoff of the former Yugoslavia, or the
ancient racial theocratic Tibet, victim
of Chinese oppression and “cultural
genocide”? Is the Chinese anti-Tibet
citizen unfair in his request that China not
be turned into the “next Yugoslavia”* by
the West?
We run into the brief but foreseeable
problem of metapolitics that go with
recognizing a country and accepting
its full diplomatic relations. Russia and
China oppose Kosovo’s independence
because recognizing it as valid and legal
would enhance the legitimacy of their own
de facto or de jure independent break-off
states. My ideas however, are reinforced by
readings of Zizek’s brand of close Marxist
critique, which I will use to try to illustrate
and unfold the ideological dynamics of the
situation at hand.
We should not think of Israel as
hypocritical as it patiently withholds
recognition of the new independent
Kosovo and the oppressed Tibet. But how
should we engage with Balfour Hakak’s call
for Israel to boycott the Olympics entirely,
not merely the opening ceremony?** We
should consider the conflicts that Zionism
produces when intermingled with other
ideologies. Zionism shares elements
with anti-semitism, nationalism, human
rights, “tolerance”, our own brand of
postmodern academia, environmentalism,
the counter-weight ideologies of the
Palestinian resistance, homophobia, endtimes theology, racism, and feminism.
One common trait of all of these systems
of thought is that they rely on global
capitalism (more specifically, global

capital, and even more specifically, a clearly
identifiable boundary between civilization
and the wild) for ideological structural
support.
Now: what do I mean by this? The
global order of internationalized capital
has neutralized ideological opposition by
means of commodification, consumption,
and ritualized celebration and worship
of the figure of Homo Sacer, Adorno’s
slightest alive human organism, stripped of
every one of the Human Rights originally
bestowed by God, or whatever. The failure
of bare human life. What I mean to say is
that these ideologies listed above all focus
on a subject who is essentially capable of
suffering, first and foremost. This exposes
the impotence of Al Gore's insistence
that the American people can win the
struggle against global climate change by
elbow grease, ingenuity, and that good
old inventive spirit and economic prowess
that only the world's superpower can

This exposes the impotence of Al
Gore’s insistence that the American people can win the struggle
against global climate change
by elbow grease, ingenuity, and
that good old inventive spirit and
economic prowess that only the
world’s superpower can deliver.

deliver. Gore's mistake is believing that
the currency of violence and suffering
exchanged for a separate economy of
civilization and progress and betterment
for humanity and, let's face it, industry.
American ingenuity is far more capable
of focused, determined projects - sending
astronauts to the moon, The Manhattan
Project, Nagasaki and Hiroshima, winning
the Cold War. All of these initiatives were
horrendous wastes of resources, time,
money, labor, lives, the original economy
of suffering. We should expect the oil
companies to invest countless millions in
new apologetic advertising campaigns, and
in the same way, we should not expect the
Israelis to recognize the Kosovans nor the
Tibetans. It has to do with the ideological
game, and what's at stake.
What I am about to describe takes
place everywhere, "battle lines are drawn"
literally and figuratively. The Israeli Homo
Sacer oscillates between the Palestinean
child and the modern humanist Zionist.
On one hand, the child is the victim of
unspeakable crimes, his community
is constantly terrified by an occupying
force - but on the other hand, the Zionist

sees the suffering of the Palestinian as
a contingency, as an undue burden that
is preventable, as well as lamentable. To
view the Zionist as the Homo Sacer of
Zionism, struggling with the chosen, holy
ancestral tradition and duty of the Jews,
a bare life force with no destiny, we can
see the absurdity of the appearance of the
ideological struggle.
The call to quicken the demise of
international capitalism remains unheard
in our communities, but more importantly,
it remains not even a possibility in the
symbolic exchanges we can carry out.
Supporting a living wage flies in the face of
any radical Marxist tendency— President
Bush has shown us that the best Marxist is
the one who covertly drives the capitalist
machine with acceleration to cut taxes for
the richest Americans during multiple
wars, take property away from more
Americans via the remarkable housing
and investment crisis of the economy, and
unify the hard-working proletariat class
left without property.
Zizek reminds us to always pay close
attention to the realm of ‘keeping up
appearances’, the forces that regulate
the implementation of these ideologies,
but also notice their incongruities. The
edifice cannot be held up entirely: the
black nationalist hates the black female
entertainer for dying their her hair blond
and pretending to be white, but even
Barack Obama, the progressive darling
Presidential candidate that the American
“left” is literally bracing to embrace, is
against gay marriage, opting for the more
politically favorable and homophobic civil
unions.
Zionists walk an ideological tightrope
when they have to balance human rights
with omnipresent anti-semitism, which
dictates that the Palestinians hate the Jews,
and that the Middle Eastern anti-semite’s
obscene, pathological hatred of the
figure of the Jew is what necessitates the
ongoing occupation, and strengthens the
Zionist’s claim of Irsael’s “right” to exist.
We as students play the same hypocritical
ideological game, smoking cigarettes and
commodifying even our own educations
in our postmodern Walmart of possible
readings and marketplace of desires to be
fulfilled. The key to disarming these absurd
ideological exercises is to repeat the fact
that capitalism will not last forever, that
progress cannot be eternal, that there will
be a maximum of human beings one day.
*ht t p://w w w.yout ube .com /
watch?v=x9QNKB34cJo
**ht t p: //w w w.yout u b e .c om /
watch?v=qVv6AKuBTg8
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